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Purpose of the program

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Powerful and User-Friendly Help Authoring Tool for
Markdown Documents

Summary of the capabilities

Summary of the capabilities of the program PCSheetPileWall
Summary of the capabilities
With the aid of this program the displacements and the force distribution of a sheet pile wall or a concrete
diaphragm wall construction can be calculated.
The figure below gives an impression of options present into the sheet pile wall program.
 
Note: All quantities, such as the properties of the sheet pile, anchors and loads, in principle
apply to the unit width m’.
 

 
By successively entering different construction phases, the change in ground level, (ground) water level,
anchoring and loads will be taken into account.
Because the behaviour of the soil generally shows strong non-linear behaviour, the force distribution in the
wall and anchors also depends in a non-linear manner on the previous construction phases (the
superposition principle does not apply).
 
For some fundamentals about soil mechanics see for instance SOIL MECHANICS  or Principles of
Geotechnical Engineering
 
Beneath an impression is given of the per construction phase calculated moment, shear force and
displacement distributions.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/markdown-import-export-using-helpndoc-help-authoring-tool/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/markdown-import-export-using-helpndoc-help-authoring-tool/
https://ocw.tudelft.nl/wp-content/uploads/SoilMechBook.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0WG5e6h162pRqAkm2RJ6OymiWrnW5xf/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0WG5e6h162pRqAkm2RJ6OymiWrnW5xf/view
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The effect of earthquakes according to Eurocode 8 can be accounted for.
 
Beneath an impression is given of the per construction phase calculated water and total pressure
distributions  at the left and right side of the sheet pile wall.
 

Aardbevingen.htm
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An outline of the capabilities of the program:
 
1. Levels; see further at various setups
The program has the capability to locate the top of the sheet pile wall, the place of anchors, soil layers
etcetera according two different systems of axes.
a. Vertical axis pointing downwards. The zero point is the top side of the sheet pile wall.
b. Vertical axis pointing upwards. The zero point is that of the national surveying system of levels.
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2. Sheet pile wall; see further at properties sheet pile wall
The sheet pile wall in vertical direction can consists out of more than one section with different values for
the moment of inertia and elastic modulus.
The default acting width of the sheet pile wall is 1 m. This values can be decreased, by which graduated
sheet pile walls can be calculated for example.
 

Further the program has a design option by which the length of a sheet pile wall from a entered start
length and with a certain step size by the program will be enlarged automatically; see input sheet pile wall
properties.
For the input of the section properties of a sheet pile wall these can be loaded from a standard library of
commercial available sheet pile sections included; see library of cross-section properties.
The program has the ability to calculate the cross-section properties of a so called combi wall, existing of
circular shaped tubes with standard sheet pile sections in between; see properties of combi wall
At default the orientation of the sheet pile wall is vertical; an option is present to give the sheet pile wall a

BibliotheekEigenschappenDamwand.htm
EigenschapCombiwand.htm
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certain inclination.
 
Pay attention!!
The sheet piling must be inserted in its entirety. The construction phases only relate to varying ground
level, groundwater levels, loads, anchors and the like.
The sheet piling is completely present in all building phases.
If for a so-called Berlinerwand the influence of the phased buried partitions should also be taken into
account, then this does not belong to the scope of the program.
 
 
3. Surface and (ground) water levels ; see further at surface and water levels
Dependent of the choice made at various setups the surface level can have different shapes per
construction phase:
 
a. Surface level is: horizontal and plain

 
b. Surface level is:  sloping and plain
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c. Surface level is: bended; consisting of n bend points and n-1 straight lines (Culmann method).

 
The program has no preference with regard what will be entered al the left of right side of the sheet pile
wall.
The excavations at the 3 figures above could have taken place at the right side also.
 
Water levels
From the entered (ground) water level to below a hydrostatic build up of water stresses takes place.
The volume weight of the water is by default 9.81 kN/m3, but this can be changed by the user if needed.
Per entered soil layer, in relation to the hydrostatic stress distribution, an extra under or over water
pressure can be entered if necessary; provided that this option is switched on at various setups.
The under and over pressures can be entered at soil properties
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4. Vertical surcharges acting on the surface level; see further at vertical surcharges
Dependent on the choice for the kind of surface level (see at preceding point 3) different kinds of
surcharges acting onto the surface level per construction phase can be entered at the left and/or right side
of the sheet pile wall.
a. Surface level: horizontal and plain or  b. Surface level:  sloping and plain
- equal distributed surcharge
- trapezium shaped surcharge
- Line load
- Point load
- Arbitrary shaped surcharge
c. Surface level: bended; existing out of n bend points and n-1 straight lines (Culmann method).
- Line loads
- Block loads
 
Further at an arbitrary place onto the sheet pile wall a vertical line load can be placed.
For the calculation it is taken into account that this vertical normal force has an influence on the size of the
moment distribution at the sheet pile wall (2e order effects caused by the deflections of the sheet pile
wall).
 
5. Horizontal conditions; see further at horizontal conditions
Per construction phase the following horizontal acting entities can be entered:
- anchors (or struts) with an anchor bulkhead if needed; prestressing and a maximum load capacity can be
entered
- spring supports
- fixed supports
- moments acting at a certain onto the sheet pile wall
- under water concrete
- arbitrary shaped horizontal load acting onto the sheet pile wall
 
 
6. Soil properties; see further at soil properties
Dependent on the choice at various setups  the strength and stiffness properties can be entered at a
different way.
- the user does enter the friction angle and the angle of wall friction per soil layer apart; the program does
calculate the needed horizontal active, neutral and passive effective stress coefficients (labda values) from
it 
- the user does enter the horizontal active, neutral and passive effective stress coefficients (labda values)
directly into the program.
If the choice has been made for bended surface levels  (Culmann) or sloping plane surface levels than the
second option is not possible however.
If this is setup at various setups the number and properties of soil layers can be different for each
construction phase, otherwise the soil properties are equal for all construction phases..
 
The stiffness of the is reproduced with the aid of a spring constant This spring constant can have a linear
distribution in size over the thickness of a soil layer.
At various setups the choice can be made for a linear course of the spring stiffness between the active
and passive displacement or a non linear course (tri-linear).
 
The effect of earthquakes according to Eurocode 8 can be accounted for.
 

Aardbevingen.htm
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linear course of the spring stiffness (single spring stiffness)
as an  alternative for the input of the spring constant the size of the horizontal stretch can be
entered also (a less common approach)
 

non constant value for the spring stiffness; approximation by 3 straight lines
input  3 secans values (k1, k2 and k3)
The values of 50% and 80% are the default values; these can be changed by the user however.
 
7. Input parameters
The input of data into the program is divided into the next parts (click at the figure below).
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For stress checks both classic safety coefficients and  u.c.- values according Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1)
are supported; see at Various setups.
 
see further also Theoretical backgrounds to the sheet pile wall
 
8. Diaphragm walls
With the entered properties of a concrete diaphragm wall the cracked bending stiffness will be calculated
by the program. Next to the non-linear behaviour of the soil the behaviour of the diaphragm wall is non-
linear too therefore.

 
 

AchterGrondenDamwand.htm
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Support of a touch screen
The program does support a touch screen instead of and/or in addition to control with the aid of a mouse.

With the aid of the button  (see at the status bar at the bottom of the screen) a keyboard shown
onto the screen can be opened. This keyboard can be used to enter data on a computer with a touch
screen.
 
Size and place of the various windows
The place of all windows on the screen the coordinates are saved at the moment of closure. When the
regarding window is opened again, the window will be placed at the saved place.
For windows, for which the sizes can be adjusted by the user, the dimensions are saved too. These
adjustable windows are marked with the following sign, placed at the lower right corner of the window:  

 
This all works after a restart of the program too.
 
Input of the data
When entering a new job, preferably start first with the menu item "Various setups". This is because the
further required data is partly dependent on this.

 
 
Use of the OK button

For each input window, the entered data is only saved after the  button is clicked. The
regarding input window is thereby also closed.
 
Use of the Cancel button

For each input window, the entered data is NOT saved when the  button is clicked.
For safety’s sake a warning is then displayed:

The regarding input window is also closed upon confirmation.

Clicking the button  (top right corner of the regarding input window) has the same function as the

 button. However, no warning is then displayed.
 

Back to the top
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Theoretical backgrounds

Theoretical backgrounds
 
The following subjects will be treated here:

      Calculation model of a beam resting on spring supports
      Schematization of loads by the soil acting onto the sheet pile wall; for a horizontal

oriented surface level and a vertical sheet pile wall
      Schematization loads by the soil acting onto the sheet pile wall; for a sloping surface

level/sheet pile wall
      Schematization stiffness of the soil
      Processing of the difference in stress level between different construction phases
      Calculation of anchor bulkheads; according to the Kranz method
      Bended surface level (Culmann)
      Vertical equilibrium sheet pile wall
      Differences of water pressurs at both sides of the sheet pile wall
       Probabilistic calculation technique
      Determination of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1)
      Backgrounds determination stiffness DIAPHRAGM wall

 
For some fundamentals about soil mechanics see for instance SOIL MECHANICS  or Principles of
Geotechnical Engineering
For more backgrounds about the determination about the values of the continuously horizontal spring
supports see further Determination of soil stiffness
 

Calculation model of a beam resting on spring supports Ó
The sheet pile wall is modelled as an elastic beam resting on uncoupled springs.
The theory is treated for a horizontal oriented beam here, for a sheet pile wall with his vertical orientation
the theory is not different in principle.
 

For a beam resting on an elastic sub layer the lateral load does exist of the external load and a reaction of
the soil springs.
As a first approximation for the reaction of the soil a linear relation to the displacement is assumed (this
will be expanded to non linear behaviour afterwards).
The basic differential equation is now:

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://ocw.tudelft.nl/wp-content/uploads/SoilMechBook.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0WG5e6h162pRqAkm2RJ6OymiWrnW5xf/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1X0WG5e6h162pRqAkm2RJ6OymiWrnW5xf/view
VeergedragGrond.htm
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waarin:
  E = elastic modulus
  I  =moment of inertia
 w = displacement perpendicular to the beam axis
 k  = stiffness subsoil, spring constant
 f   = external load, other than the from the subsoil
 
For the numerical solution of eq. [1] this equation is dissected into the two equivalent differential equations
beneath:

in which:
  M = moment
 
Derivation basic equation numerical model

The beam is divided into n segments.
The equilibrium of a single segment i+1 will be considered between the points xi and xi+1
This segment has an external distributed load of  fi+1 and a point load Pi, which acts just right of point xi.
The reaction from the subsoil is caused by the displacement wi+1 and has a size of -ki+1.wi+1
In which ki+1 is the spring stiffness constant of the soil at the place of segment i+1 and wi+1,gem  the
mean displacement of that segment.
The length of the segment is di+1
Equilibrium perpendicular to the axis of the segment requires that

in which Ri+1 = ki+1.di+1 and further it’s assumed that the mean displacement of the segment is equal to
the mean of the values at both ends of the segment.
The spring stiffness is assumed constant along the length of the segment.
For segment i  the vertical equilibrium follows from [4] by substituting i  by  i-1:

By adding the equations [4} and  [5] the following equation is acquired:

This can be seen as the equation for the equilibrium of the two segments i and i+1 together.
 
Equilibrium of moments of segment i+1 around the centre requires that
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By substituting  i  by i-1 this gives the equation for equilibrium of moments for segment i

Elimination of Qi  from [7] and [8] gives

 
or with [6]

This is the first basic equation  of the numerical model.  It’s the numerical equivalence of equation [2].
 
The second basic equation has to be the numerical equivalence of equation [3]. This can be achieved as
follows:
Consider the two segments at left and right side of point xi.
For the segment at the left side (segment i) holds

in which is assumed that the bending moment at this segment is the mean of the values at the two nodes.
For segment i+1 holds

The two equations can be integrated, it’s assumed that the right hand is constant

en

in where the integration constants where chosen at such a way that for x=xi the displacement always is
wi  and the angle will be continue for this point (A/EI namely).
By substituting x=xi-1 in equation [13]  and x=xi+1 in [14] this gives two expressions  for  A.  After elimination of A
at last the following equation is received

This is the second basic equation for the numerical model; the numerical equivalence of [3]. Qua shape
this shows much resemblance with the first basic equation [10].
 
Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions have to be expressed in a numerical sense too. This does demand some attention,
because it’s convenient to express the two boundary conditions at both sides of the beam as a function of 
w and M.
 
Free end
If the left side of the beam is free than the boundary conditions are:
M0 = -Ml                   [16]
Q0 = -Fl                       [17]
In which Ml  is a certain moment and Fl is a given force acting perpendicular to the beam.
The first border condition can be incorporated directly into the system of equations, but the second one
demands special attention, because the shear force has been eliminated from the basic equations. For this
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case gives equation [4] with i = 0,

This equation gives the equilibrium in lateral direction for the first segment. The equation for the
equilibrium of moments for the first segment gives, with [7] for i = 0

Elimination of Q1  from the two equations ([18] and [19]) gives

In this shape the border condition  [17] can be incorporated into the algebraic system of equations. This
equation gives the relation between the bending moments and the displacement at the first two points.
 
The boundary conditions at the right side of the beam can be deduced at an  analogue way as at the left
side as treated above.
 
Because it concerns free ends, point loads, anchors, etc.,  are not allowed to be positioned exactly on the
ends.
If this is entered nevertheless, the program automatically adds an extra node very near the end, at which
than the point load, anchor, etc. are located.
 
Method of solving the basic equations
The program does use of a wave front technique in order to solve the system of equations. In order to
make fully use of the band shaped structure of the system of equations the coefficients unequal to zero are
stored into a four dimensional matrix aijkl.
The system of equations is written in the following shape

in which uj1 the bending moment in node j represents and uj2 the displacement at node j.  Accordingly bi1
and bi2  do represent the right hand of the basic equations [10] and [15].
In the program the values at the main diagonal (for j = i) are stored into the first column of the matrix
(a[i,1,k,l]), the values at the left side of the main diagonal (for j = i -1) are stored into the second column
of the matrix (a[i,2,k,l]), the values at the right side of the main diagonal (for j =i +1 ) are stored into the
third column  (a[i,3,k,l]). The fourth column of the matrix (a[i,4,k,l])  is used for the right hand of the
basic equations, bik. By storing the coefficients of the system of equations this way the program can make
use of a standard wave front algorithm for the solving of the system of equations.
The model described above of a beam resting on an elastic subsoil is used as the basis for the sheet pile
wall program for which the soil reaction has a non linear spring behaviour however.
 
Warning: The calculation process has generally a highly nonlinear character. For very large differences
between e.g.  strength and stiffness properties of adjacent soil layers the calculation  process can be very
difficult. The accuracy of the calculation results may be limited then.
Back to the top

Schematization of loads by the soil acting onto the sheet pile wall; for a horizontal orientated
surface level and a vertical sheet pile wall
In the geotechnical craft the relation between the horizontal and vertical effective stress is given by the
variable l, according
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The sheet wall program does calculate the neutral coefficient, if there is no horizontal displacement
present, with the aid of Jáky’s formula:

With j  is the angle of internal friction of the soil.
This formula applies for normal consolidated grounds only and is not valid for soil

with a high degree of over consolidation; see further also at soil properties/extra vertical soil and/or water
stresses
sh is limited in size at the lower and higher limit with the active and passive value respectively.

For an active sliding plane the ground wedge is moving downwards; for a passive sliding plane the ground
wedge is moving upwards. This has the consequence, with presence of friction between the soil and the
sheet pile wall, that the resulting force of the soil acting onto the sheet pile wall is directed at a certain
angle; see the figure below:
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At the active area for the effective horizontal stress acting onto the sheet pile wall the following holds: 
sh,active = la.(g - pwater) - 2c.Ö la         [3]
At the passive area for the effective horizontal stress acting onto the sheet pile wall the following holds: 
sh,passive = lp.(g - pwater) + 2c. Ö lp    [4]
with
la = active soil pressure coefficient
lp = passive soil pressure coefficient
g  = vertical effective soil pressure
pwater = water pressure
c   = cohesion constant
 
For straight sliding planes the following formulas can be derived  (assuming an angle of 45° ± j/2 
between the sliding planes and the vertical):
(Müller-Breslau, H., 1906. “Erddruck auf Stützmauern.” Verlag Kröner, Stuttgart)
 

in which
d = the angle of friction between the soil and the sheet pile wall
j = the angle of internal friction of the soil
 
The starting point of straight sliding planes can calculate for higher values of j for the passive area,
according equation [6], unrealistic high values; therefore the program does support the option of curved
sliding planes at the passive area (this is the default setup).  
The following formula holds according Kötter for curved sliding planes:
(Kötter, F., 1903. “Die Bestimmung des Druckes an gekrümmten Gleitflächen.” Sitzungsbericht
Kön. Preu. Ak. d. Wissenschaften, Berlin)
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with

Back to the top

Schematization loads by the soil acting onto the sheet pile wall; for a sloping surface level/sheet
pile wall
 

 
For the influence of the angle of internal friction holds:

active
sh,a = la.sv
passive
sh,,p = lp.sv
 
For the influence of the surcharge acting onto the surface level holds:
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active
sh,a = la,bel.Pr
passive
sh,,p = lp,bel .Pl
 
For the influence of the cohesion holds:

active
sh,a = la,c.c
passive
sh,,p = lp,c.c
 
with
j = angle of internal friction of the soil
C = cohesion soil
a b, da and dp the angles according the figure above.

Back to the top
 
Schematization stiffness of the soil
The sheet pile wall program does support two different way of schematization for the stiffness of the
adjacent ground against the sheet pile wall.
 
 Stiffness soil is described by a single spring constant
 Stiffness soil is described by a tri-linear relation between displacements and stresses
 
Single spring constant (elasto-plastic behaviour)
For this choice the stiffness of the soil between the active and passive state is described by a single
straight line; the angle of this line is called the spring stiffness constant.
For reversing displacements from the active or passive state an other area will be covered; see the thin
lines at the figure below.
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linear guided spring stiffness  (single spring stiffness constant)
 

Tri-linear approximation of the area between active and passive effective stresses
For this choice the stiffness of the ground between the active and passive value for the horizontal effective
pressure will be described by three straight lines; this gives a better approximation of the real behaviour
than the use of a single spring stiffness constant. This choice for the size of the spring stiffness constant is
of importance for the calculation of the displacements of the sheet pile wall mostly.
 

non constant value for the spring stiffness; approximation by 3 straight lines
input via 3 secans values (k1, k2 en k3
 
The branch A-B-C at the figure above is walked through only once; the reversed coarse (hysteresis loop)
is indicated by the thin striped lines. The height of the points A and B at the figure above can be changed
in the sheet pile wall program by the user; the default values are 50 and 80% respectively.
Back to the top

Processing of the difference in stress level between different construction phases
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The calculation of a sheet pile wall structure involves the calculation of more than one construction phase
mostly. From construction phase to construction phase the effective soil pressure can vary by excavations
or filling ups, change of (ground) water tables etcetera.
For such cases the sheet pile program uses the procedure beneath in order to determine the effective soil
stresses and stiffness.
- If the vertical effective soil stress has been changed the program does perform a vertical shift that
relates the horizontal stress to the displacement. At the figure below at a displacement of w0 the neutral

effective stress will be enlarged fromsn to s*n  (Dsh = ln. Dsv).

- New horizontal effective soil stresses against the sheet pile wall (s*h) will be calculated with the new
spring constant (k*) and the displacement of the sheet pile wall in relation to that of the former
construction phase  (w0 at the figure).
- These new pressures acting against the sheet pile wall are not longer in equilibrium with the displacement
w0 of the sheet pile wall; therefore new displacements are calculated, now based on the new spring
constant k*.

Back to the top

Calculation of anchor bulkheads; according to the Kranz method
(Kranz, E., 1953. “Über die Verankerung von Spundwänden.” Verlag Wilhelm Ernst & Sohn)
 
The program can calculated the strength of an anchor bulkhead with the aid of method formulated by
Kranz.
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For a relative short anchor, as drawn at the figure above, the active sliding plane of the sheet pile wall
intersects with the shallow passive sliding plane of the anchor bulkhead. For these cases the failure via a
deep sliding plane to the rotation point  of the sheet pile wall can be leading. The program does calculate
the failure of the bulkhead via the shallow passive sliding plane as well as the deep sliding plane.
 
Deep oriented sliding plane
The equilibrium of forces for the sheet pile wall, the anchor bulkhead, the sliding plane and the vertical
weight of the sliding planes leads to the allowable anchor force:

with

la = active soil pressure coefficient
 
Shallow sliding plane
The equilibrium of forces of the sheet pile wall and the anchor bulkhead leads to the allowable anchor
force:
P =Ep – E0              [2]
with
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la = active soil pressure coefficient
lp = passive soil pressure coefficient

Back to the top

 
Bended surface level (Culmann)
(Culmann, K., 1866. “Die Graphische Statik.” Zürich)
For non horizontal bended surface levels the values for the active and passive lateral soil pressure
coefficients (la and lp) are calculated with the aid of the method according Culmann.

The method is based on the equilibrium of the placed surcharge B, the soil weight W, the total force
exerted by the sheet pile wall Q, the normal force N and the shear force T along the sliding plane (see
figure above). The program takes the stratification of the ground along the sliding force into account. The
program does determine at an iterative way for n sliding planes that plane (the angle at which) that gives
the highest active effective soil stresses and the smallest passive pressure acting onto the sheet pile wall.
By this way the influence of surcharges acting onto the surface level and the bended shape of the surface
level are incorporated into the fictive values for the soil pressure coefficients la, ln and lp, by which
further will be calculated with a horizontal surface level without surcharge (this is incorporated into labda-
values).
 
Pay attention: In the present implementation of the program, for the calculation method of
Culmann, the bended surface level has to be situated within a single soil layer. It’s not allowed
to cross soil layer boundaries therefore.
This will be checked by the program; an error message will be given if necessary.
 
Beneath an example of the graphical output of the passive pressures against the sheet pile wall calculated
by the program according to the Culmann method for a bended surface level.
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Back to the top
 
Vertical equilibrium sheet pile wall
The program determines from the vertical equilibrium whether or not a point resistance at the bottom of
the sheet pile wall is necessary and if so how large this point resistance should be in order to secure the
vertical equilibrium.
The program takes the following forces  into account:
- normal force applied onto the sheet pile wall directly
- the vertical component of the anchor forces
- the resulting downwards directing force caused by the active ground load
- the resulting upwards directing force caused by the passive ground load
- the self weight of the sheet pile is neglected.
The resulting vertical force by friction is determined by the summation of friction stresses along the sheet
pile wall, with the assumption that the vertical sheer stress is equal to the horizontal effective stress
multiplied with the angle of wall friction d. 
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Back to the top
 
Differences of water pressures at both sides of the sheet pile wall

Next to the function of ground support sheet pile walls do have the goal to support a difference of water
level between the two sides of the sheet pile wall often. For this case the water pressures will be different
at both sides of the sheet pile wall. The difference of water stresses gives cause to a ground water flow
(if no under water concrete floor is present) around the bottom point of the sheet pile wall. This flow will
influence the pressures against the sheet pile wall at two ways:
- the water flow changes the size of the water stresses which are acting onto the sheet pile wall directly.
By which the water pressure at the side with the highest water pressures is lowered and at the other side
heighten. At the bottom point of the sheet pile wall de differences of the water pressures will be about
zero than.
- caused by the changes of the water pressures the effective soil pressures will change too.
 
Method of approximation for a sheet pile wall in homogenious soil.
For homogenious soil can, according to EAU 1990, art. 2.10.3.2., the following method been used (this
option has been implemented into the sheet pile wall program):
-  the water under pressure at the side with the highest water pressure is calculated with
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-  the water over pressure at the side with the lowest water pressure is calculated with

with
Dh       = maximum water pressure difference between left and right side
d1, d2     = height about which the ground water flows at the lower and high side respectively
Y1, Y2   = distance of the water level till the bottom of the sheet pile wall at the lower and high side
respectively
 
It should be noticed that with the formulas above a small difference between the water pressures at the
bottom point of the sheet pile wall will be left.
 
Back to the top
 
 
Probabilistic calculation technique
Next to performing deterministic calculations it’s possible with PCSheetPileWall to perform probabilistic
calculations too; this is a speciality of this program.
For a deterministic calculation the basic assumption is fixed values for the various calculation parameters.
For a probabilistic calculation the principle is that the various input parameters will be described by a
probability function rather than a single constant value (stochastic variables).
A deterministic approach is the method normal used in practice.
The probabilistic approach is a more advanced method, for which the sheet pile wall program does
calculate for three mechanism (failure of the soil, failure of the sheet pile wall, failure of anchor(s)) the
probability of failure. Besides that the influence per stochastic variable on the total probability of failure
will be calculated; from which can be derived which stochastic variable is important and which one is of
lesser importance for the calculated probability of failure.
The method of probabilistic calculation is called Approximate Full Distribution Approach (AFDA) and will
be described below:
 
The reliability function Z is defined as Z = R – S            [1]
R = the strength of sheet pile wall structures (Resistance)
S = the load acting onto the sheet pile wall structure (Solicitation)
 
With the aid of Z a save area, the unsafe area and the failure limit in between can be given:
Z > 0  safe erea
Z = 0  failure limit  (ultimate limit state)
Z < 0  unsafe area
 
If the probability density functions of the strength and the loads are given by fR(r) and fS(s)  the combined
probability density function follows by , if the stochastic parameters R and S  are mutually independent, 
multiplication of: fR(r).fS(s).  This combined probability density function can be made visible at the R,S
plane by drawing a map with altitude lines. It’s easy to see that the probability of failure Pb of a sheet pile
wall structure is equal to the volume beneath the combined probability density function at the unsafe area:
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“Mean value approach”
The program does calculate at first a relative rough approximation for the probability of failure with the aid
of the “mean value approach”.
Z  =R- S = 0
    = Z(X1,X2, …….Xn)
The function Z can be linearized by expansion in a series around a point

from a linearization around the mean of  Xà, it can be deduced that:

The probability that Z < 0 can be approximated by reading the reliability index b from a table of the
standard normal distribution.
 
“Advanced approach”
The program tries after that, with the results of the “mean value approach” as starting point, to linearize
the function Z around the point of the failure limit Z=0 with the highest probability density Xà*
Suppose that at first approximation  the still unknown linearized failure limit is

in which
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will be calculated in

Contrary to the “mean value approach” is now:

and

The last function [7] will be expressed into a linear function of the standard deviations

in which

Knowing now that the point Xà*  have to be located onto the failure limit it follows:

form wich follows:

The solution for this equation gives a new approximation for Xà* ; this is called usually the design point.

The values for the partial derivates are determined at the old point however. Repeating the procedure is
necessary therefore till stable values for the design point Xà* are found.
At formula [10] for b it’s assumed that Z* = 0; this was necessary in order to come to the derivation of
[11].  As long as the right design point has not been found yet  it will be Z* ¹ 0. For a so good as possible
approximation for b this should taken into account:

The whole procedure has to be repeated for a new Xà* based on this new value for b. The correct
solution will be found by an iterative procedure therefore:
  1. estimate a value for b (the program does use the value from the “mean value approach” for this)
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 4. calculate ai for all  i  [9]

 5. calculate new values for Xà*    [11]
 6. repeat steps 3 to 5 till a stable value for Xà* has been found

 8. adjust if necessary b to [12], in order that Z=0 and do repeat the steps 3 to 5
 9. determine the probability of failure from Pb = 1 - fN(-b)
 
The whole is made visible at the flow chart beneath
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The sensitivity of the solution for Z=0  for a small deviation of a certain stochastic variable will be
determined by means of partial differentiation. After that a weighting takes place for the size of
uncertainty  of the stochastic variable symbolized by the standard deviation. The result is the given
contribution in percents of each stochastic variable to the total uncertainty.
 
The sheet pile wall program can take into account the type of probability distribution function, other than
the standard normal distribution function, for certain stochastic variables.
 
Het damwandprogramma houdt ook rekening met het type verdelingsfunctie, anders dan de standaard
normale verdelingsfunctie,  die elke stochastische variabele heeft
The essence of this is that the exact distribution of the stochastic variable will be approximated by a
standard normal distribution at such a way that the cumulative probability function and the probability
density function at the design point for the exact and the approximated distribution are equal. At the graph
for the distribution function this means that at the design point the function value and the direction for the
approximated and exact distribution are the same; see the figure below:
In a mathematical sense the adjustment of the normal distribution to the exact distribution takes place as
follows:
Determine the cumulative failure probability at the design value Xi* of the basic stochastic variable

With the aid of the inverse normal distribution it can be determined how many times the standard deviation
of the mean mN (Xi) of the approximated normal distribution from the design value should be departed.

From a comparison of probability densities (directions) the standard deviation follows

The value of the mean of the approximated distribution is fixed by

To the flow chart a phase should be added in which repeatedly for a new value at the design point, for non
normal distributed stochastic variables, the approximated values for m and s are determined.
 
For a description of the available density and cumulative probability functions see: probability
functions
 
Back to the top
 
Determination of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1)
 

KansverdelingsFuncties.htm
KansverdelingsFuncties.htm
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In the program the choice has been made to apply the partial factors on actions to the actions
themselves (Frep)
 
Design approach
Three different design approaches are given in Eurocode 7:
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In the national annexes the values for the A, M and R partial factors are given.
For the Netherlands “Design Approach 3” has been chosen.
At the window Various setups can by checking the checkbox  the choice been made
for the values of the  A, M and R partial factors according to the Dutch annex for NEN-EN 1997-1
At the window Various setups can by checking the checkbox  the choice been made for
the values of the  A, M and R partial factors according to the UK annex for EN 1997-1
 
For an overview of the standard values in EN 1997-1 for the A, M and R partial factors see further:
Eurocode7 partial factors
 
Sheet wall section checks
The way of section checks of a sheet wall cross-section are given in EN 1993-5
 
Steel grades

EC7NederlandseAnnex.htm
EC7UKAnnex.htm
Eurocode7PartieleFactoren.htm
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Classification of steel sheet wall cross-sections (EN 1993-5)
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Classification of king piles of a combi-wall (EN 1993-1-1, table 5.2)
The section class of the cylinder shaped king piles of a combi-wall are determined as follows:

For section classes 1 and 2 for the stress checks the plastic modulus will be used
For section classes 3 and 4 for the stress checks the elastic modulus will be used
If the checkbox  has been checked, in conjunction with the use of Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1), 
the plastic modulus will be used always; independent of the section class; see also Properties combi-wall.
 
Strength checks (EN 1993-5)

EigenschapCombiwand.htm
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The sheet wall program does calculate u.c.- values (unity checks) according the following definition:
 
u.c. = S/R
with
 S = solicitation (loads)
 R = resistance
In the u.c.- values the relevant partial factors are incorporated. This means that if u.c. <= 1 the level of
safety reached is in accordance with Eurocode 7; for u.c. > 1 the calculation results do NOT meet the
requirements according Eurocode 7
 
Back to the top
 
Backgrounds stiffness DIAPHRAGM wall
 
The program is able to calculate the cracked stiffness of a reinforced concrete diaphragm wall, as a
function of the appearing moment.
 
Schematization material behaviour:
Concrete

The tensile strength of concrete will taken into account for the calculation of the cracking moment Mr
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only.
At the cracked situation the tensile strength is neglected as usual.
If the diaphragm wall will be calculated according “classic safety coefficients”  (see for the choice of
calculation methods at Setups):

-          ec,pl  = 1.75 ‰
-          ec,u = 3.5 ‰

If the diaphragm wall will be calculated according Eurocode 2  (NEN EN 1992-1-1, tabel 3.1)  (see for
the choice of calculation methods at Setups):

·      for fck <= 50 N/mm2

-          ec,pl = 1.75 ‰
-          ec,u  = 3.5 ‰

·      for fck > 50 N/mm2

-          ec,pl = 1.75+0.55(fck-50)/50 ‰
-          ec,u  = 2.6+35[(90-fck)/100]4 ‰

For diaphragm walls the concrete compression strength will be < 50 N/mm2 mostly.
Reinforcement steel

 
 
Determination  Moment-Curvature diagram (M-K  diagram):
At every phase for the internal M de corresponding curvature κ can be determined.
If the height of the compression zone x is known, with the aid of equations of tri-angles in the s - ε
diagram,
the strains can be calculated and by this the curvatures can be determined.
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In the M- κ-diagram for every arbitrary moment the accompanying curvature can be read.
And because the stiffness EI is related to:

for every arbitrary moment the accompanying EI can be determined = tan ax.
For the diaphragm wall the M-N-Kappa diagrams will be determined for both the LEFT and RIGHT side
by the program (the effect of size of the normal force present included).
 
Because in a diaphragm wall the sign of the apparent moment in height direction can be different at one
place the M-N-K-diagram for the reinforcement at the left side will be applied and at an other place the
M-N-K-diagram for the reinforcement at the right side.
If at one side a certain cross-section, which was cracked at an earlier construction phase on tension,
caused by a sign change of the moment the crack will be pushed to a close, than this have no influence on
the shape of the M-N-K-diagram at the other side. The two M-N-K-diagrams (at the LEFT and RIGHT
side) do not influence each other in the program therefore.
 
4 critical points have to be considered:
1. Cracking moment Mr   à  σb = fbm
2. Yield moment Me à σs = fs
3. Crushing moment Mpl à εc = ec,pl
4. Ultimate moment Mu à εc =eu
with
 fcm  =  mean tensile strength concrete
 fs    = yield stress reinforcement steel
ec,pl = strain at which the concrete starts to crush
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eu    = maximum allowable strain for the concrete
 
Two cases have to be distinguished:
 -  Me ≤ Mpl

  -  Me > Mpl
 
Checks:
- The yield moment Me has to be larger than  the cracking moment Mr, because otherwise the cross-
section will fail suddenly (brittle) if the present moment exceeds the cracking moment Mr. This
requirement determines the size of the so-called minimum reinforcement percentage. The program
displays a warning if this requirement is not met.
- If the reinforcement percentage is too high, the tension force in the reinforcing steel does not balance
with the maximum compressive force in the compression zone of the cross-section.  The so-called
maximum reinforcement percentage will be exceeded than. The program displays a warning if this
requirement is not met.
 
Derivation of formulas for calculating the M-N-k diagram
 
In the following the influence of an external acting normal force on the cross-section is taken into account;
leading to a so-called M-N-k diagram.
Further more the stiffness of the present reinforcement in the compression zone, in relation to
the normal and moment capacity of the regarding cross-section, is taken into account.  The area
of the concrete section is corrected by the cross-section properties caused by the "holes"
caused by the area of the reinforcement.
 
ad.1.: Till cracking moment Mr

with
No =  present external normal force at the heart of the cross-section  (compression: No < 0; tension: No >
0 )
Mo = present external moment around the heart of the cross-section 
Es = elasticity modules reinforcement steel
Ec  = elasticity modules concrete
ct = cover related to the center of gravity of the reinforcement at the tension zone
cd = cover related to the center of gravity of the reinforcement at the compression zone
As,ttns = area reinforcement at the tension zone
As,compr = area reinforcement at the compression zone
e0 = strain of the total cross-section at the chosen point of reference
k0 = curvature of the total cross-section around the chosen point of reference
The point of reference may be positioned everywhere; the heart of the concrete cross-section is chosen
for this point here.
 
Generally speaking in the uncracked state the following simple vector equation holds:
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in which
E = elasticity modules of the regarding part (concrete or steel)
A = area of the regarding part (concrete or steel)
S = static  moment of the regarding part (S=A.x); ((concrete or steel)
I = moment of inertia of the regarding part; ((concrete or steel)

The inverse of matrix M can be determined as follows:
Det(M) = m11.m22 - m21 .m12  =  <> 0

 
or further written:

 
For strain ex at distance x is: ex = eo+k0.x
EI = Mo/k0
 
The above applies till the cracking strain of the concrete at the extreme fibre is exceeded:
eh/2  £ fbm/Ec  or er+kr.h/2 £ fbm/Ec  
from which again follows: er £ fbm/Ec  -kr.h/2   
 
At the cracking moment it follows: Mo=Mr , e0=er en k0=kr

These are 2 equations with 2 unknowns; kr and Mr  are solvable this way simple:
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 (around the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
For x=-h/2 it follows:

 
note that 
 
 

If Me £  Mpl it follows:
 
ad.2.:  Yield moment Me

Determination height compression zone x:
 
Tensile reinforcement is yielding just

Concrete compression zone is in te elastic part still.
 
x = xe = height compression zone at the moment the yielding moment Me is reached.

 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr has not been yielded it follows:
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Left and right multiplied with the term: d-xe

hence xe is solvable (quadratic equation)
 
presume:

a =

the solution for xe is:

Only one value for xe has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr is yielded it follows:

Left and right multiplied with the term: d-xe

hence xe is solvable (quadratic equation)
 
presume:

a =
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the solution for xe is:

Only one value for xe has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
The program does check whether the requirement  Me  > Mr  is met, otherwise the level falls below the
minimum reinforcement percentage (brittle fracture).
 
 
ad.3.: Crushing moment Mpl

Determination height compression zone x:
 
Concrete has been  “yielded” just at the extreme fibre: x = xpl

Steel has yield already:  
 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr has not been yielded it follows:

Left and right multiplied with the term: xpl
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presume:

a = 

the solution for xpl is:

Only one value for xpl has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr is yielded it follows:

Left and right multiplied with the term: xpl

 
presume:

 
the solution for xpl is:

Only one value for xpl has a realistic meaning
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(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
 
If Me > Mpl follows:
 
ad.2.: Crushing moment Mpl

Determination height compression zone x:
 
Concrete has been  “yielded” just at the extreme fibre: x = xpl

 
The reinforcement at the tension zone is in the elastic part still
 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr has not been yielded it follows:

Left and right multiplied with the term: xpl

 
presume:

a =
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 the solution for xpl is:

Only one value for xpl has a realistic meaning

 (related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
If the compression reinforcement As,compr is yielded:

Left and right multiplied with the term: xpl

 
presume:

 

the solution for xpl is:

Only one value for xpl has a realistic meaning
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(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

The program does check whether the requirement  Mpl  > Mr  is met, otherwise the level falls below the
minimum reinforcement percentage (brittle fracture).
 
ad.3.: Yield moment Me

Determination height compression zone x:
 
the tension reinforcement has yielded just

the concrete at the compression zone is in the bi-linear ultimate limit behaviour state

 
- if x1 >= cd
 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr has not been yielded it follows:
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Left and right multiplied with the term: d-xe

 
presume:

the solution for xe is:

Only one value for xe has a realistic meaning

 
(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr is yielded it follows:
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(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
- if x1 < cd
 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr has not been yielded it follows:

Left and right multiplied with the term: d-xe

 
presume:
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the solution for xe is:

Only one value for xe has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr is yielded it follows:

Left and right multiplied with the term: d-xe

 
presume:

the solution for xe is:
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Only one value for xe has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
 
ad.4.: Ultimate moment Mu

Determination height compression zone x:
The concrete has reached the ultimate strain ec,u and the reinforcement is yielded

 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr has not been yielded it follows:
 
- if x1 >= cd
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Left and right multiplied with the term: xu

 
presume:

 
the solution for xu is:

Only one value for xu has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
 
- if x1 < cd

Left and right multiplied with the term:  xu
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presume:

 
the solution for xu is:

Only one value for xu has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
If the compression reinforcement  As,compr is yielded it follows:
 
- if x1 >= cd
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(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with

 
 
- if x1 < cd

Left and right multiplied with the term:  xu

 
 presume:

 
the solution for xu is:

Only one value for xu has a realistic meaning

(related to the heart of the concrete cross-section)
 
with
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Loading – unloading (hysteresis)
At loading of a diaphragm wall the path of the M - κ – diagram can be followed.
If someway along this path the loading stops (the load will be removed) a rest situation will be reached that
ends onto the K-axis.
Dependent on the stadium (path) of the diaphragm wall a lasting curvature will appear.
Loading till the cracking moment Mr (no cracks yet) and unloading thereafter gives the same way back;
linear – elastic behaviour therefore.
At the moment the first small crack does appear and the path goes into the second branch, there is a
lasting curvature.
Beneath it’s depicted how this “way back” works.

Point A is the mirror point of point punt 1
 
The program keeps track whether or not the cross-section at an earlier construction phase has been
cracked.
If the cross-section has been cracked already then, for the calculation of reinforcement stresses, the
tensile strength of the concrete is not taken into account anymore.
 
Influence of creep
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If at Properties diaphragm wall per section values for the creep coefficient have been entered (and made
active) the influence of creep at the last phase for the service situation will be taken into account.

9
The E-modulus of concrete Ec will be divided by the term (1+f)
In which f the value is for the creep coefficient
The crushing strain ec,pl of the concrete will be enlarged by the term (1+f)
 
 
See further also Plotting M-Kappa diagram
 
Back to the top
 
 

Ó Computional Geomechanics; A. Verruijt, Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht/Boston/London, 1995, ISBN 0-
7923-3407-8
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make the switch to CHM with HelpNDoc's hassle-free WinHelp
HLP to CHM conversion tool

Processing of errors

Processing of “bugs” in the program
 
While the program has been tested intensively it can’t be excluded, as in any other computer program, that
unforeseen errors do appear while running the program. This can cause instable behaviour of the program
or the program can even come to a halt.
 
At the picture below an example is given of such an unforeseen error message. These kind of cryptically
error messages are not much of help for retracing the source of the error in the program.

 
The program has available a special build in error message system however; by which the user of the
program can send by e-mail a “bug report” to programmer of this program. In this “bug report” is, among
others, the line in the source of the program mentioned at which the error did occur. The repair of the
error is helped much this way.

PlotM_KappaDiagrammen.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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If an unforeseen error happens the little window shown below will appear:

 
After pushing the “send bug report” button the window shown below will appear; in which the name and
e-mail address of the user has to be entered.

 
After this can specific text by the user be entered (non compulsory); see the window below:

 
Next to the “bug report” a screen capture at the moment of occurrence of the error will be send; see window
below:
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At the figure below a sample is given just before sending “bugreport.zip” and “screenshot.png” with the
aid of
Microsoft Outlook:

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Files

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: News and information about help authoring tools and
software

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Load input

Load input
With the aid of the main menu entry or with the button  at the toolbar an already existing job can be
loaded.
The default extension of the data files is "shtwall".
It’s recommended not to deviate from this, otherwise the overall picture can be lost easily concerning the
kind of data files which are suitable to be loaded with this program.
The program keeps a list of most recent used data files; see the example beneath:
 
 

 
By clicking on one of the data files from the list the regarding data file will be loaded withhout the opening
of a dialog window.
The list can contain 4 data files at most.
Newly loaded data files are added at the top side; when the number gets higher than 4 the data file at the
bottom will be removed from the list.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Transform Your Documentation Workflow with HelpNDoc's
Intuitive UI

Save input

Save input

With the aid of this main menu entry or with the button  on the toolbar a job can be saved by an
already known name (without dialog window).
When there is no name known yet than the dialog window will be opened.
The standard extension of these data files is "shtwall".
It’s  been recommended not to deviate from this, because the clarity concerning the files suitable for de
sheet pile wall program is lacking soon when doing otherwise.
Before the calculation process starts the program does operate this function for safety, without interaction
with the user of the program.
 
See further also: Save input as…

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline Your CHM Help File Creation with HelpNDoc

Save input As

Save input As....
With the aid of this main menu entry a job can be saved with a name that have to be entered by the user;
for this purpose a dialog window will be shown.
 
The standard extension of these data files is "shtwall".
It’s  been recommended not to deviate from this, because the clarity concerning the files suitable for de
sheet pile wall program is lacking soon when doing otherwise.
 
See further also: Save input

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Create High-Quality Help Documentation with a
Help Authoring Tool

Delete file

Delete file
With the aid of this main menu entry an already existing data file can be removed from disk.
 
The default extension of the data files is "shtwall".
It’s  been recommended not to deviate from this, because the clarity concerning the files suitable for de
sheet pile wall program is lacking soon when doing otherwise.
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

Text editor

Text editor

With the aid of this main menu entry or by clicking on the button  at the toolbar a build in text editor
can be opened. The program keeps a list of a maximum of 4 last loaded files. By clicking at one of them
the file will be read and shown. The internal editor has RTF (Rich Text Format) capabilities and a
theoretical capacity of 2 gigabyte. In a RTF file different font types and styles can be incorporated into
the same document; see the output fragment beneath:

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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The RTF text can be printed on paper as such. If this is a colour printer this will happen in colour too.
The setups will be preserved; when the computer is switched off also. The various pages printed onto
paper will be numbered. Further a editor is build in with various functions; which should be handled easy
enough.
It’s possible to copy and paste graphical pictures between the text in the build in editor; see as an example
the figure below:
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Button bar general options

With the aid of the button  a file can be loaded
With the aid of the button  the data can be saved to a file
With the aid of the button  has a redo functionality for changes

With the aid of the button  the content can be send to a printer
With the aid of the button the parameters below can be setup:
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For a print preview see: Pint preview

With the aid of the button the content can be copied to the Windows clipboard.
With the aid of the button the content (with figures if applicable) can be converted to PDF (Portable
Document Format); the result will be shown automatically in Adobe Reader afterwards.

With the aid of the button the content (with figures if applicable) will be shown in Microsoft WORD.

With the aid of the button the content (with figures if applicable) will be shown in OpenOffice
WRITER
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Keep Your Sensitive PDFs Safe with These Easy Security
Measures

Start Calculation

Start calculation

With the aid of this main menu entry (or with the speed button  on the toolbar) the calculation of the
sheet pile wall structure will be started.
When the calculation is ready a window with be opened with the numerical output of the calculation.
The text will be loaded from a data file with the extension “ShtOut” and a name for the job chosen by the
user.
 
During the calculation process the proceedings way of the calculation will be shown; see below:
 

previewtekst.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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Next to the numerical output the calculation results can be shown at a graphical way.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured EBook editor

Close

Close
With this main menu entry (or speed button at the toolbar) the execution of the program will be finished.
For the sake of security the program does ask for a conformation when doing so.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Documentation Capabilities with HelpNDoc's
Project Analyzer

Input/checking

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create Professional CHM Help Files with HelpNDoc's Easy-to-
Use Tool

Various setups

Various setups of the program PCSheetPileWall
With the aid of this main menu entry various options in the program present can be switched on or off.
 

 
Some options are not allowed in connection to other options. The purpose of the window “Various setups”
is to coordinate all these different options in relation to each other.
The purpose is further to show in the rest of the program only those options which are relevant for the job
at hand, which keeps the user interface more simple.
 
Note: All quantities, such as the properties of the sheet pile, anchors and loads, in principle
apply to the unit width m’.
 
It concerns the setups as shown in the window below:
(where the hand cursor appears it’s possible to click with the mouse; at the window below too ):
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
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See further also: theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program
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Number of construction phases
The needed number of construction phases should be entered here.
For the construction of a sheet pile wall structure more than one phase is present generally, like variable
levels for the surface at the left- en right side of the sheet pile wall (excavations and/or heighten of the
level), variable ground water levels (drainage for instance), whether or not the presence of vertical loads
acting onto the surface level, whether or not the presence of anchors or struts and so on.
Because the technique of calculation is based on the modelling of plastic behaviour of the soil (active and
passive soil pressures) the behaviour of the sheet pile wall structure is dependent of the previous
construction phases. Or otherwise formulated: the super position principle does not hold for this kind of non
linear calculation techniques. It’s is most essential to model the real phases of the construction process of
a sheet wall structure carefully therefore. For the rest of the input options in the program the number of
construction phase entered in this window will be used for making available the needed number of  input
fields.
Back to the top

Copy input data from one to another construction phase
With the aid of this option it’s possible to copy input data from one to the other construction phase. This
copying of input data can be related to all data or an selection out of this. This option can be handy when
for an existing job the number of construction phases should be enlarged for example; after the copying
the more specific changes needed can be entered at the other main menu entries.
Back to the top

Deterministic or probabilistic calculation
For a deterministic calculation the basic assumption is fixed values for the various input parameters.
For a probabilistic calculation the basic assumption is a probability distribution for the various input
parameters (a speciality of PCSheetPileWall).
A deterministic approach is the usual method in practice.
The probabilistic approach is a more advanced method, which for three failure mechanism (soil collapse,
sheet pile wall collapse, collapse of anchor(s)) does calculate the probability of failure.  Furthermore the
influence per statistical parameter (stochastic variable) on the total probability of failure will be calculated,
from which follows which stochastic variable is more or less important for the calculated probability of
failure.
A fragment of the numerical output of a probabilistic calculation is given below for illustration purposes.
In the second column a short description of the stochastic variable is reproduced.
In the third column the value of the regarding stochastic variable at the design point (this is the value at
which the probability of failure has the largest size). Compare these values at the design point with the
entered expectation value; has the value become larger or smaller in relation to the entered expectation
value of the stochastic variable.  
In the fourth column the standard deviation of the concerning stochastic variable is reproduced.
In the last column the percentage is given for the contribution of the concerning stochastic variable to the
total uncertainty (variance of Z). From this it can be concluded which stochastic variables have a principle
influence on the probably of failure and which variables have less influence.  It’s meaningful to get more
insight into those stochastic variables which have a significant contribution to the total uncertainty only
therefore. More insight can deliver a smaller standard deviation for the regarding stochastic variable en
giving at the same time a smaller probability of failure. The use of this calculation technique does prevent
that much attention is given to variables which are not very important for the total probability of failure.
 

AantalBouwfasen
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'ADVANCED' approximation
 

Def. Beta =  1.63477E+00 (reliability index)

Probability of failure  =  5.10490E-02

 

The reliability function is 487 times runned through.

 

Mechanism: Sheetpile collapses by bending

 

SOILDATA

 

Layer no. Stochast        Mu_X[i]       Sig_x[i]       Perc[i]

--------------------------------------------------------------

 1       WghtRight.DRY  1.60781E+01    1.00000E+00     0.228

         WghtRight.WET  1.90051E+01    1.00000E+00     0.001

              PhiRight  3.49371E+01    3.00000E+00     0.016

         DeltaActRight  2.10000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

         DeltaPasRight  2.10000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 2       WghtRight.DRY  1.60000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  1.93852E+01    1.00000E+00     5.554

              PhiRight  3.45655E+01    3.00000E+00     0.785

         DeltaActRight  2.09672E+01    2.00000E+00     0.010

         DeltaPasRight  2.10000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 3       WghtRight.DRY  1.60000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  1.90707E+01    1.00000E+00     0.187

              PhiRight  2.64793E+01    3.00000E+00     1.127

         DeltaActRight  1.79462E+01    2.00000E+00     0.027

         DeltaPasRight  1.80000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

              CohRight  9.98756E-01    2.00000E-01     0.001

 4       WghtRight.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  2.01514E+01    1.00000E+00     0.858

              PhiRight  3.49462E+01    3.00000E+00    17.537

         DeltaActRight  2.38207E+01    2.00000E+00     0.301

         DeltaPasRight  2.40000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 5       WghtRight.DRY  1.60000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  1.60073E+01    1.00000E+00     0.002

              PhiRight  3.96885E+01    3.00000E+00     0.403

         DeltaActRight  2.59764E+01    2.00000E+00     0.005

         DeltaPasRight  2.60000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

              CohRight  4.99666E+00    5.00000E-01     0.002

 6       WghtRight.DRY  1.90000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  1.90010E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

              PhiRight  3.49003E+01    3.00000E+00     0.041

         DeltaActRight  2.09914E+01    2.00000E+00     0.001

         DeltaPasRight  2.10000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 7       WghtRight.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  2.00000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

              PhiRight  3.99485E+01    3.00000E+00     0.011

         DeltaActRight  2.59947E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

         DeltaPasRight  2.60000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 8       WghtRight.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         WghtRight.WET  2.00000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

              PhiRight  3.70000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

         DeltaActRight  2.40000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

         DeltaPasRight  2.40000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

 

 1        WghtLeft.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

          WghtLeft.WET  2.00000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

               PhiLeft  3.50000E+01    3.00000E+00     0.000
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          DeltaActLeft  2.40000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaPasLeft  2.40000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 2        WghtLeft.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

          WghtLeft.WET  1.97233E+01    1.00000E+00     2.865

               PhiLeft  3.64414E+01    3.00000E+00     1.297

          DeltaActLeft  2.40000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaPasLeft  2.38614E+01    2.00000E+00     0.180

 3        WghtLeft.DRY  1.60000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

          WghtLeft.WET  1.58400E+01    1.00000E+00     0.958

               PhiLeft  2.92527E+01    3.00000E+00     2.322

          DeltaActLeft  2.00000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaPasLeft  1.98167E+01    2.00000E+00     0.314

               CohLeft  4.98056E+00    5.00000E-01     0.057

 4        WghtLeft.DRY  1.90000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

          WghtLeft.WET  1.89717E+01    1.00000E+00     0.030

               PhiLeft  3.46391E+01    3.00000E+00     0.542

          DeltaActLeft  2.10000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaPasLeft  2.09142E+01    2.00000E+00     0.069

 5        WghtLeft.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

          WghtLeft.WET  1.99903E+01    1.00000E+00     0.004

               PhiLeft  3.94775E+01    3.00000E+00     1.135

          DeltaActLeft  2.60001E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaPasLeft  2.58597E+01    2.00000E+00     0.184

 6        WghtLeft.DRY  1.70000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

          WghtLeft.WET  2.00000E+01    1.00000E+00     0.000

               PhiLeft  3.70000E+01    3.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaActLeft  2.40000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

          DeltaPasLeft  2.40000E+01    2.00000E+00     0.000

 

SURFACE- and WATER levels

 

 Stochast                Mu_X[i]        Sig_x[i]     Perc[i]

 ---------------------------------------------------------------

SurfaceLvlRight        -4.91109E-04    1.00000E-01     0.001

 SurfaceLvlLeft         1.91255E+01    2.50000E-01     9.429

WaterLevelRight         1.52446E+00    2.50000E-01     6.669

 WaterLevelLeft         3.49553E+00    5.00000E-01    36.752

ShtPlWallModulu         4.71870E-03    2.00000E-04     6.183

ShtPlWallYieldS         3.56121E+05    1.20000E+04     3.910

 

Other stochasts

     FmaxAnchor         1.20000E+03    5.00000E+01     0.000

                                                    ---------

                                         Total       100.000

Appearing (S) moment [kN.m]  :    1680.425

Present   (R) strength [kN.m]:    1680.427

 

Value of reliability function=  2.05096E-03

 
A probabilistic calculation is an advanced calculation technique.  The user is warned that a good
knowledge of the theoretical background principles is necessary for a responsible use of this
calculation technique. For more theoretical backgrounds see theoretical backgrounds of sheet
pile wall program
A probabilistic calculation should be performed at a development phase that the design, with classical
deterministic design methods, has been fully thought trough only (it’s a check afterwards). A probabilistic
calculation can be thought of as an automatic weighted sensitivity analyse.
 
For a probabilistic calculation in relation to a deterministic calculation there are some limitations, for
instance:
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- of one construction phase the probability of failure can be calculated at the same time only; the user can
chose at the start of the calculation for which of the available construction phases a probabilistic
calculation should be made. Because for the calculation of the probability of failure will be calculated in
the ultimate limit state the case history, recorded in previous construction phases, is no longer noticeable. 
- for a probabilistic calculation the input of the soil strength properties via friction angles and friction angles
with the sheet pile wall has been supported only; NOT with the direct input of labda-values therefore.
- the design option (more than one sheet pile wall length) is not approachable for the probabilistic
calculation.
- the sheet pile wall is allowed to have one section for this kind of calculation only.
- the expectation value for dactive and dpassive (friction angles with the sheet pile wall) have to be equal
to each other now.
The program is guarded against input of  not allowable combinations of data. 
 
In the program it’s possible for a number of variables next to the expectation value to enter the standard
deviation for that variable; with which the variable has become a stochastic variable. When for the
standard deviation (s) a value equal to zero has been entered, than this parameter will be interpreted by
the program as a deterministic variable; this saves some time of calculation.
The stochastic variables have a standard normal probability distribution; unless decided otherwise. For the
SOIL properties the stochastic variable can have a NORMAL or LOGNORMAL probability distribution.
The advantage of the lognormal distribution is that the regarding variable will have a value always larger
then zero.  The soil strength properties in a physical sense can not have negative values. For not to large
standard deviations the differences between the normal and lognormal distribution are not so big.
The (ground) water levels at the left and right side of the sheet pile wall are allowed to have a non normal
probability distribution.
For this input variables there are nine different probability distribution functions foreseen: Normal, Right
truncated Normal, Left truncated Normal, Exponential, Gumbel (type I extreme distribution for largest
values(, Type I extreme distribution for smallest values, Weibull (type III extreme distribution for smallest
values), Uniform and LogNormal. At the input of this deviating probability distributions the formulas with
the needed steering parameters will be shown on the screen; the chosen probability distribution functions
can also be shown graphically; see also density and cumulative probability functions.
Knowledge of the backgrounds of the of probabilistic theory is very essential for the use of the
program.
 
Which stochastic variables are possible?
- Strength properties of the soil at the left and right side of the sheet pile wall à NORMAL or
LOGNORMAL. The spring constants of the soil can not be entered as a stochastic variable, because the
influence of the size of the spring constant is rather limited on the force distribution in the ultimate limit
state. The following variables for the soil properties can be entered as stochastic variables:

·      Volume weight  DRY
·      Volume weight WET
·      j – value  (internal friction angle)
·      d - value (friction angle sheet pile wall against the soil; passive and active are equal in absolute

sense). It’s possible that at the design point the d – value has become a size larger than the j -
value.

·      c – value (cohesion)
- Surface levels (left and right side)
- (Ground) water level  (left and right side); non  normal distributions too
- Equal distributed vertical loads acting onto the surface level (left and right side).
- Slope of the surface (stretched to infinity: according the method of Krey). For small probabilities of
failure it’s possible that the slope of the surface becomes unstable (the angle of the slope threatens to
become smaller than the j – value of the soil at that place). The program will give a warning when this
happens; to continue the calculation makes no sense mostly then; since the calculation of the stability of
the surface level embankment is not supported by the program
- Modulus of the sheet pile wall
- Yield stress of the sheet pile wall

KansverdelingsFuncties.htm
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- Maximal anchor or strut forces. Pay attention: for more then one anchors/struts the program does add
the expectation values for the diverse anchors/struts automatically; while the standard deviations are
processed with the assumption that those entities are not statistical correlated.
 
Some remarks for the calculation process
The “advanced” part of the calculation process does consist out of two iteration loops:
   a. The adjusting of the design point till the value of the reliability function Z does satisfy the error
criterion
   b. The adjusting of the reliability index b till it does satisfy the error criterion
Loop a. is de inner and loop b. the outer one.
During the calculation process, among other things, it’s been shown (very swiftly) after which stochastic
variable a partial numerical differentiation takes place. Further the variation in the reliability Z will be
shown. The instantaneous values for the strength R and the load S will be shown too. By the way of
behaviour of the parameters mentioned above it can be judged whether or not the calculation process does
have a sufficient convergence behaviour. When necessary the error values have to adjusted less strict.;
see further probabilistic setups
 
Before the start of a probabilistic calculation (AFDA) a complete output of the deterministic calculation
will be given. When under deterministic circumstances the sheet pile wall is not stable a following
probabilistic calculation is not possible of course.
 
Assesment of the reliability index b of the calculation results
As guide the classification below is given  (according the Dutch codes NEN 6700 and NEN 6702):
Class I   : relatively simple structures, no personal safety risks at failing, relatively minimal damage at
failure;  for instance a bank protection
Class II : significant damage; limited personal safety risks; for instance a building excavation, a sheet pile
wall along an inland water and a quayside at a see harbour
Class III: large damage at failing and/or considerable personal safety risks, special structures
 
According to the Dutch recommendation CUR 166 “Damwandconstructies” the following values do apply:
Class I    : bstucture =  bsoil_collapse + byielding_wall + banchor(s) » 2.5
Class II   : bstucture =  bsoil_collapse + byielding_wall + banchor(s) » 3.4
Class III  : bstucture =  bsoil_collapse + byielding_wall + banchor(s) » 4.2
 
It’s the concern of the user of the program to estimate possible length effects; since the program concerns
a single cross-section calculation only. Taking into account of the length effect of the sheet pile wall along
the surface level gives an enlargement for the needed reliability index b.
Back to the top

Probabilistic setups
At this window choices can be made for some setups regarding the pobabilistic calculations.
It concerns the following setups:
- All soil strength properties have a NORMAL probability distribution or a  LOGNORMAL probability
distribution.
 
- Are the soil strength properties at the left and right side of the sheet pile wall statistical correlated or not.
When these properties are correlated than only soil properties can be entered at the left side of the sheet
pile wall. The soil at the right side for this case has the same expectation values and standard deviations.
 
- Choice of which failure mechanism to calculate  (collapse of soil at the passive side, collapse of the sheet
pile wall by bending, collapse of anchor(s)); or all three mechanism.
 
- Subsequently error criteria can be entered which do control the non linear probabilistic calculation
process. The user will not have to change the default setup frequently probably.
Per failure mechanism two error criteria can be entered:
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- Error criterion [%]  for the reliability function (Z)
- Error criterion for the reliability index b (beta)
with:
  Z= R – S = reliability function
  R = strength (resistance)
  S = load (sollicitation)
  b = m/s = reliability index (normal distribution)
  m = expectation value for the reliability function Z
  s = standard deviation for the reliability function  Z
The size of the error criterion for Z has to be estimated per failure mechanism by the normal deterministic
calculation. When the error criterion is to strict this can result into a calculation which does convergence
slowly to this low value.  Especially this is the case for the failure mechanism of collapse of the soil on the
passive side. The reason for this is that for this case the reliability function not allowed is to become
negative (otherwise the structure is behind the ultimate limit state); special precautions are placed into the
calculation part of the program which will prevent negative values for Z to happen for the mechanism of
soil collapse.
For a to strict value of the error criterion for the reliability index b it’s possible that the calculation does
convergence very slowly or will not converge at all to this low value
To crude setups for the error criteria are wrong also, because the calculation results will have a lower
accuracy.
 
Further it can be entered how large the factor  a (alfa) has to be. This parameter will be used for the
partial numerical differentiation (after the various stochastic variables).
The step size is:  a  * sstochast.
In general by trying and error (or from past experience) for a specific job the right setups for the error
criteria should be obtained. One method is to setup the various criteria somewhat crude in the first
instance and after that renewed calculations with successively more strict error criteria. The nature of the
probabilistic option is that sometimes the calculation process with trying and error will lead to a solution
only.
 
For more backgrounds see theoretical backgrounds of the sheet pile wall program
Back to the top

Soil properties CONSTANT for all construction phases
For each construction phase the soil properties can be different when there is need for it; for instance
when excavations partly or at a whole will be filled again or that the relaxation effect of the excavation on
the soil properties should be taken into account.
By default all soil properties are the same for all construction phases; this does reduce the amount of
needed input data significantly.
Back to the top

Type of spring stiffness of the soil
The stiffness of the soil springs can be entered by two different methods:
 
- Constant value for the spring stiffness; see figure below:
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linear spring stiffness (single spring constant)
As an alternative for the input of a single spring constant the size of the horizontal stretch can be entered
(see figure above).
 
Tri-linear approximation between the neutral to the passive area; see figure below:

non constant value for the spring stiffness; approximation by 3 straight lines
input via 3 secans values (k1, k2 and k3)
 
For further backgrounds see: soil properties
Back to the top

Way to determine the soil properties
The program can calculate the effective pressures acting onto the sheet pile wall at two different ways:
- the labda-values will be calculated by the program from the entered sizes of the friction angles of the soil
(phi-values) and the friction angles of the soil with the sheet pile wall (delta-values).
The user can chose for straight or curved sliding planes in the passive area; see further at: soil properties
- the labda-values will entered directly by the user
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For the case of using the Culmann method (bended shape of surface level)  or the Krey method (sloping
surface levels and/or sheet pile wall) the first way of entering soil properties is allowed only. The reason
for this is that for both the mentioned methods variant effects will be incorporated into the soil pressure
coefficients (labda-values); this can not be done by the user.
 
 
Limiting PASSIVE labda-values to a certain size
For the case that the labda-values are calculated by the program it’s possible to limit the calculated passive
labda-values to a certain maximal size.
 
For further backgrounds see: soil properties
Back to the top

Extra vertical SOIL and/or WATER stresses
The choice can be made to switch on or off the capability for the input of extra soil and/or water stresses
at certain soil layers.
With the aid of extra soil pressures at a certain soil layer foundations lying next to the sheet pile wall can
be simulated for instance.
With the aid of extra water stresses (positive or negative values) local deviations in relation to the standard
hydrostatic pressure distribution can be entered
Met behulp van extra water onder- of waterspanningen kunnen lokale afwijkingen t.o.v. het standaard
hydrostatische verloop worden ingevoerd (confined ground water).
 
For further backgrounds see: soil properties
Back to the top

With influence of water flow gradient on water and effective pressures
When the soil is sufficient pervious enough and when a water stage difference is present over the sheet
pile wall a ground water flow will come into existence. The flow pressures do influence both the size of
the water and effective pressures against the sheet pile wall. Especially the unfavourable influence at the
passive area is relatively large. When in the regarding construction phase an under water concrete floor
has been placed this option is switched off, regardless what for choice has been made here. The under
water concrete floor is assumed always watertight.
 
For further backgrounds see: soil properties
Back to the top

Geometry surface levels
The geometry of the surface levels at the left and the right side of the sheet pile wall can have a plane
shape or not.
When switching on the option of an arbitrary shaped surface level, according to the Culmann method, the
influence of the shape of the surface level and the surcharge load present will be incorporated into fictive
labda-values. The program will persist to calculate with horizontal surface levels in fact, but with adjusted
effective pressures against the sheet pile wall.
Because for this case is operated with fictive labda-values calculated by the program the option for direct
input of the labda-values is not approachable (see further  Way to determine the soil properties).
Because with the Culmann method the orientation of critical sliding planes are determined, including the
part that intersects the bended surface level, this method gives more accurate results in principle than
methods who are based on the formulas of Boussisnesq. These formulas are based after all on an elastic
half space, while the soil for the larger part be somewhere in the plastic state mostly (active and/or
passive).
A limitation of the implemented Culmann method is that the orientation of the sheet pile should be vertical
only; see for a non vertical sheet pile wall:  Sloping sheet pile wall and/or sloping surface levels
 
Back to the top
 
The program does support the use of classic safety coefficients or the use of  EN 1997-1-1 (Eurocode 7)
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Classic central safety coefficients
The three central safety coefficients for the mechanism possible could be entered here:

-          bending sheet pile wall
-          collapse anchors/struts
-          collapse soil at passive pressure

The value of these safety coefficients will be given at the numerical output.
The safety coefficient has the classical definition of SC=Resistance/Solicitation
If SC < 1 than the structure will fail (at least theoretically).
 
EN 1997-1-1 (Eurocode 7)
At the windows shown below the action factors (A1 and A2), material factors (M1 and M2) and the
resistance factors (R1, R2, R3 en R4) could be entered in accordance with EN 1997-1-1.
The standard values as given in the main text of EN 1997-1-1 are depicted by default.
By checking the checkbox   the values according the Dutch national annex will be
generated automatically by the program; see further the Dutch Annex.

Action factors A1 and A2 (Dutch annex)                     
 
With the use of the Dutch annex the Reliability class has to be chosen too.

The choice for the reliability class does influence the size of the A2 and M2 values; see further Dutch
Annex.
 

EC7NederlandseAnnex.htm
EC7NederlandseAnnex.htm
EC7NederlandseAnnex.htm
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Material factors M1 and  M2 (Dutch annex)
 
By checking the checkbox   the values according the UK national annex will be generated
automatically by the program; see further the UK Annex.

 

.

EC7UKAnnex.htm
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Resistance factors/Soil: R1, R2 and R3 values  (Dutch annex)                                      Resistance factors/Prestressed
anchors: R1, R2, R3 and R4  values  (Dutch annex)
 

 

Resistance factors /Steel sheet wall  (Dutch annex)                                        Resistance factors /Diaphragm wall
(Dutch annex)
 
With the aid of the window shown below the choice which design approach, according  EN 1997-1-1 and
regarding the national annex,  will be used by the program should be made.
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For the Netherlands design approach 3 has been accepted.

 
 
At the national UK annex design approach 1 has been accepted; see further the UK Annex.

 

Input deviations for retaining height and groundwater levels respectively
 
 

EC7UKAnnex.htm
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Se further: theoretical backgrounds to the sheet pile wall program
 
Back to the top
 
Inclined sheet pile wall and/or sloping surface level –Krey-
When this option is switched on the program will be able to calculate a sheet pile wall with an orientation
deviating from the vertical and plane infinite stretched surface levels at a certain angle with the horizontal
(according to the formulas of Krey). It’s not possible to calculate bended surface levels anymore when
switching this option on (see at  Geometry surface levels.
Back to the top

Angle of wall friction equal at both active and passive
The absolute value for the angle of friction between soil and sheet pile wall in the active and passive area
are usual taken equal; the difference is the sign only. When this option is switched on it is possible to enter
different values for the active and passive area respectively.
Back to the top

Single pile
A single pile can be calculated using this option. It is not suitable for the calculation of multiple piles
influencing each other.
A possible application of the single pile option is, for example, a ship's fender pile or mooring pile
 
If this option is switched on for the calculation of active and passive soil pressures and for the spring
stiffness an enlargement factor will be applied, a shell factor.
With this factor is taken into account that the influence area for a single pile is larger than the
width/diameter of a single pile; for orientation purposes see figure below:

Displacements green field for horizontal loaded pile; (a) after loading, (b) after unloading
 

The resulting equations for the soil pressures and spring stiffness are:
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5

 
with
s = the shell factor

 = passive soil pressure, shell factor included

= active soil pressure, shell factor included
= spring stiffness, shell factor included

 
For more indepth information regarding the calculation of a single pile see: Single pile
 
Pay attention: the width of the single pile has to entered as the 'acting width' at the window
Input properties sheet pile wall
The option for a single pile does not function together with Probabilistic calculation , Irregual surface level
(Culmann) or Inclined sheet pile wall and/or sloping surface -Krey-

Back to the top

System of measurement
The program supports the capability to set the vertical levels for the sheet pile wall, anchors, soil layers
etcetera according to two different system of axes:
a. Vertical axis is orientated to the downwards direction. The zero point is located at the top of the sheet
pile wall.
b. Vertical axis is orientated to the upwards direction. The zero point is according to the national surveying
system.
 

The calculation heart of the program will convert the national surveying system (method b.)  into the
system with the positive axis directing downwards (method a.)  automatically; the user sees nothing of this
however
Back to the top

Default setup
By clicking on this button the default setups will be created again; it concerns the choices depicted at the

SchelpFactor.htm
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figure at the start of this help page button for standard setups
Back to the top

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create PDF Help documents

Text above the input

Text above the output
This option is NON compulsory

With the aid of this main menu entry a descriptive text can be entered.

The text entered at this window at the tab “General” will be placed at the start of the numerical output;
see further also echo input data
A description of the backgrounds of the job can be given here for instance.
Several lines of text are allowed; no practical limit.

 
The text entered at this window at the tab “Each construction phase” will be placed at the start of the
numerical output for each construction phase; see further also echo input data

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily create EBooks

Properties sheet pile wall/diaphragm wall

Input properties for sheet pile wall into the program
PCSheetPileWall
With the aid of this main menu entry the properties of the sheet pile wall should be entered.
 

 
Note: All quantities, such as the properties of the sheet pile, anchors and loads, in principle
apply to the unit width m’.
 
-   Input properties SHEET pile wall
-   Input properties DIAPHRAGM wall

 
Properties SHEET pile wall
It concerns the options and parameters as depicted in the window below.
(where the hand cursor appears it’s possible to click with the mouse; at the window below too):

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour
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The input data grid at this window does support 
"drag and drop"
 
Pay attention!!
The sheet piling must be inserted in its entirety. The construction phases only relate to varying ground
level, groundwater levels, loads, anchors and the like.
The sheet piling is completely present in all building phases.
If for a so-called Berlinerwand the influence of the phased buried partitions should also be taken into
account, then this does not belong to the scope of the program.
 

DragAndDrop.htm
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Choice for concrete diaphragm wall
With the aid of the checkbox , in stead of a steel sheet pile wall, the choice
can be made for a reinforced concrete diaphragm wall; see further: Properties Diaphragm wall

Construction process concrete diaphragm wall
 

Control sheet pile wall
                                                                                                                                                         
The program does support two possibilities:
a. A single sheet pile wall length
b. More then one sheet pile wall length (design option)
 
ad. a.: A single sheet pile wall length
For this option the sheet pile wall can be divided in more the one section if wished for. Per section the
properties of the sheet pile wall cross-section can differ.
The acting width per meter sheet pile wall can be chosen smaller than 1 meter for special purposes as
staggered pile walls. 
The program does expect that all loads and properties of the wall, anchors and other supports always have
been entered per stretched meter sheet pile wall width (the processing of the factor “acting width” is done
internally by the program).
The term 'acting width' refers only to the sheet pile itself.
Via vaulting, the grain stresses are always transferred to the reduced width of the sheet pile in its entirety;
however, the (ground) water loads are reduced (no vaulting effect).
It is recommended that the working width deviate from 1 meter only if there is a special reason to do so;
as with staggered walls.
 
As an example the open micro pile wall shown below could be entered with cross-section properties
smeared out per running meter [m’].

AantalBouwfasen
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micro pile wall
 
The above does not apply if the option for a single pile (is not a wall) is checked in Various settings
 
ad. b.: More then one sheet pile wall length (design option)
For this option more then one sheet pile wall length can be calculated successively.
A start value for the length of the sheet pile wall length, a step size and the number of steps need to be
entered.
This is an option especially meant for design purposes in order to get to a more optimal length for the sheet
pile wall structure. The user achieves this goal by comparing the calculated results as function of the
various sheet pile wall lengths.

Back to the top
Modulus of elasticity for the sheet pile wall
At this field the value for the modulus of elasticity of the material of which the sheet pile walls is been
made should be entered.
All sections of the sheet pile wall in vertical direction are made from the same material in principle.
The calculation heart of the program calculates for the stiffness of the sheet pile wall the product of the
modulus of elasticity and the moment of inertia (EI); it’s therefore allowed to enter for a certain section a
fictive value for the moment of inertia I, in order that the value for EI has the value wished for (a different
use of material for a certain section for instance).

Back to the top
Number of sections
At this place the needed number of sections in which the total length of the sheet pile wall should be
divided can be entered.
The number of  rows for input of data in the data grid will be adjusted accordingly.

Back to the top
Input of cross-section properties for the sheet pile wall
At the first tab sheet per section of the sheet pile wall the following properties should be entered successively:
- description of the regarding section; may fail to appear  (non compulsory)
- the size for the moment of inertia of the section in [m4/ m’]
- the size for the modulus (elastic) of the section in  [m3/ m’]
- the size of the yield stress of the regarding material of the section in  [N/mm2]
- length of the regarding section in [m]
- ratio acting width W of the regarding section  [> 0 W  <=1]; see further also at control sheet pile wall
  This value can be used for making calculation of staggered sheet piling possible (alternating lengths for
the separate sheet piles).
  The width does influence the strength- and stiffness properties of the regarding section of the sheet pile
wall only; it does not influence loads, anchors etcetera.
  At the example below the soil pressure against section no. 2 is present along the whole width of the sheet
pile wall; the stress transfer to the ongoing sheet piles acts via the mechanism of arching.
  The (ground)water stress are acting onto the reduced acting width only (no arching).
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For a single pile this width column has another function however; see single pile.
- the interlock factor (DβB  is a coefficient by which cross-section modulus should be multiplied. It’s
applicable for U- sections only; for Z- sections (DβB = 1 always. U- sections do have the lock at the
neutral line; de assembled parts of a sheet wall could slide along these parts.
In the computer program the interlock factor for the moment of inertia (DβD and the modulus DβB are
taken equal to each other (DβB = DβD).
Values for DβB are should be taken from the national annex.
In the Netherlands the following values for reductions of the interlock factor DβB are used mostly (from
CUR 166):
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At the second tab sheet for sheet wall sections made of steel a number of extra section properties have
to be entered, which are applicable for the determination of the u.c.- values according Eurocode 7 only.
dienen voor stalen damwandprofielen een aantal gegevens te worden ingevoerd welke alleen van
toepassing zijn voor de bepaling van de u.c.-waarden volgens Eurocode 7.
It concerns the area, thickness of the web, thickness of the flange, width of the flange, height of the
section and the type of section (U or Z shaped section) respectively.
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All section properties of a sheet wall made of steel  (default and Eurocode7) can be entered with the
option Library sheet wall section properties
For more theoretical backgrounds in connection with cross-section checks according Eurocode 7 see:
theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program

Back to the top
Library of steel sheet pile wall section properties
By clicking on this button a window will open in which the cross-section properties of commercial
available sheet pile walls can be loaded; see further Library of steel sheet pile wall cross-sections

Back to the top
Library of sections entered by the user
By clicking on this button a window will open in which the cross-section properties can be entered and
saved by the user; see further Library of owner used sheet pile wall cross-sections

Terug naar boven
Properties combi-wall
By clicking on this button a window will open at which, with the aid of the diameter, wall thickness of the
circular tube and the type and number of sheet pile wall sections in between, the cross-sections properties
of the combi-wall per stretched meter will be calculated by the program.; see further  Properties of combi-
wall

 
For the data for other kinds of combi-walls see for instance:
 HZ-M Steel Wall System 2020

 
Box piles CAZ or Box piles CAU/CU/CGU

BibliotheekEigenschappenDamwand.htm
BibliotheekEigenschappenDamwand.htm
BibliotheekEigenschappenDamwandGebruiker.htm
EigenschapCombiwand.htm
EigenschapCombiwand.htm
https://sheetpiling.arcelormittal.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/AMCRPS_HZM_AZ_2020-02_en_Web.pdf
https://sheetpiling.arcelormittal.com/products-services/production-range/box-piles/caz/
https://sheetpiling.arcelormittal.com/products-services/production-range/box-piles/cau-cu-cgu/
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U jagged walls

Back to the top
Choice for more then one sheet wall lengths
With the aid of this option calculations can be made for different lengths of the sheet pile wall (design
option).
At first the start length of the sheet pile wall has to be entered, after that the step size with which the
length of the sheet pile wall should be enlarged for n steps.
For each defined sheet pile wall length the calculation results will be given by the program.

Back to the top
Inclination of the sheet pile wall
If at various setups has been lay down that the sheet pile wall is allowed to have an inclination (Krey) at
this window the angle of the inclination with the vertical can be entered.
This option is approachable if the Labda-values are calculated by the program only; see further at various
setups. The reason for this is that the value of the inclination of the sheet pile wall is incorporated into the
Labda-values.
 

The output of the moment distribution etcetera continues to take place in relation to the vertical.
See further: theoretical backgrounds sheet pile wall program
 
Back to the top
 
Top side sheet pile wall in relation to the national surveying system
If at various setups has been lay down that the choice has been made for the use of the national surveying
system for level measurements, then the value for the top side of the sheet pile wall in relation tot this
system of measurement should be entered.
The positive direction of the national surveying system of measurement is pointing upwards.
If the choice has NOT been made for the national surveying system of measurement the top side of the
sheet pile wall is by definition equal to the zero point of this alternative system of measurement on vertical

https://sheetpiling.arcelormittal.com/products-services/production-range/jagged-walls/u-jagged-walls/
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levels. (positive if pointing downwards).
 

Back to the top

Durability of steel sheet pile walls

For orientation purposes loss of thickness as a function of time are given at the tables below:
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The corrosion losses above are extracted from Eurocode 3: part 5 and based upon investigations carried
out over many years on steel exposed in temperature climates.
While the values quoted are considered to be relevant to the design and performance of most sheet piling
structures, in some circumstances the designer may have local knowledge which leads to the adoption of
higher values.

Back to the top

Properties SINGLE PILE
If at various setups, with the aid of the checkbox , has been chosen for the calculation of a
single pile the window shown below will open:
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The calculation of a single pile is a variant of the calculation of sheet wall.
The properties of a single pile have to be entered per linear meter [/m’] therefore.
The properties of a single pile are multiplied at the heart of the program by the value of the column ‘Width’
The values for the properties of loads, anchors etcetera, which have to be entered per linear meter [/m’]
too, are multiplied by the width.
The strength and stiffness of the soil, next to the size of the shell factors, are corrected with the width of
the single pile.
The ‘Width’ column for the single pile has a somewhat different function than for a normal sheet pile wall
therefore.
See further also: Shell factor.  (reachable via the window Soil properties by clicking on the button

).

Back to the top

Properties DIAPHRAGM wall
It concerns the options and parameters as depicted at the window below  (where the hand cursor appears it’s
possible to click with the mouse; at the window below too)

 

 

SchelpFactor.htm
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Control diaphragm wall

The program does support two possibilities:
a. A single diaphragm wall length
b. More then one diaphragm wall length (design option)

AantalBouwfasen
AantalBouwfasen
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ad. a.: A single diaphragm wall length
For this option the diaphragm wall can be divided in more the one section if wished for. Per section the
properties of the diaphragm wall cross-section can differ.
The acting width per meter diaphragm wall is always one meter.
The program does expect that all loads and properties of the wall, anchors and other supports always have
been entered per stretched meter diaphragm wall width.
 
ad. b.: More then one diaphragm wall length (design option)
For this option more then one diaphragm wall length can be calculated successively.
A start value for the length of the diaphragm wall length, a step size and the number of steps need to be
entered.
This is an option especially meant for design purposes in order to get to a more optimal length for the
diaphragm wall structure. The user achieves this goal by comparing the calculated results as function of
the various diaphragm wall lengths.

 
If at various setups the choice has been made for the calculation according to Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1) the
following will be printed sequentially:
a.       of n construction phases the various values will be printed without the use of partial coefficients
b.       n-1 construction phases will be calculated without partial coefficients (not printed); construction

phase n will be calculated with partial coefficients according to Eurocode 7 and printed
If the choice has been made for classical safety coefficients the output according to a. will be performed
only.
 

Back to the top
Number of diaphragm wall sections
The needed number of sections of the diaphragm wall in vertical direction can be setup here.
The number of rows of the input matrix will be adjust accordingly.
 
Back to the top
 
Input various properties per diaphragm wall section
1. Wall thickness (ht)
The total thickness of the diaphragm wall has to be entered here.
 
2. Reinforcement  LEFT  (AsL)
The amount of reinforcement at the LEFT side has to be entered here.
 
3. Cover  LEFT (cL)
The concrete cover, in relation to the heart of the reinforcement, at the LEFT side has to be entered here.
 
4. Reinforcement RIGHT (AsR)
The amount of reinforcement at the RIGHT side has to be entered here.
 
5. Cover RIGHT (cR)
The concrete cover, in relation to the heart of the reinforcement, at the RIGHT side has to be entered
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here.
 

 
6. Compression strength concrete
The characteristic compression strength of the concrete has to be entered here.
With the use of classic safety coefficients, the cube compression strength has to be entered (for the
choice see Various Setups).
With the use of partial factors according Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1)  the cylinder compression strength
has to be entered (for the choice see Various Setups).
The value for the compression strength can be entered via a combo box too:

 
7. Tensile strength concrete
The value for the mean tensile strength of the concrete has to be entered here.

With the aid of the button  the tensile strength can be entered according to Eurocode 2
(EN 1992-1-1).
The value for the tensile strength will be determined then from the entered value for the compression
strength (see point 6.); according table 3.1 in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1).
 
8. Strength reinforcement
The yield stress of the reinforcement has to be entered here.
The value for the yield stress of the reinforcement steel can be entered with the aid of a combo box too:
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9. E-modulus
The E-modulus of the concrete has to be entered here.

With the aid of the button   the E-modulus according to Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1) can be
entered.
The value for the E-modulus will be determined then from the entered value for the compression strength
(see point 6.); according table 3.1 in Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1).
 
10. Length
The length of the regarding diaphragm wall section has to be entered here.
 
Input material factors
The material factors have to be entered here.
The default values with the use of classic safety coefficients are (for the setup see Various setups):

With the aid of the button  the default values can be setup.
 
The default values with the use of Eurocode 2 (EN 1992-1-1) are (for the setup see Various setups):

With the aid of the button  the default values can be setup. 
 
Back to the top
 
Input creep data
With the aid of the input grid, shown below, per section the value for the creep coefficient of the concrete
can be entered.
By checking or unchecking the last column the calculation of the creep effect can be switched on or off.

The entered value for the creep coefficient will be taken into account for the last calculated phase at the
service state only .
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The value for the creep coefficient does influence the value for the cracking moment Mr of a reinforced
concrete cross-section.
With an equal value for the tensile strength the value of Mr increases with larger values for the creep
coefficient.
The reason for this is that at larger values for the creep coefficient the stiffness of the reinforcement in
relation to the creeping concrete becomes larger, by which the contribution of the reinforcement into the
cracking moment Mr becomes larger too; while the contribution of the concrete stays the same (with
equal tensile strength).
 
Determination creep coefficient according EN 1992-1-1; art. 3.1.4
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From 3.1.2 (6):

 

With the aid of the input field   the long duration factor for the tensile strength of the concrete
can be entered.
The entered value for the tensile strength will be multiplied by this factor (for the last phase at the service situation
only).
This long duration factor is taken into account in combination with creep only.
According EN 1992-1-1 this values is equal to 1.000
The value of the long duration factor does influence the value of the cracking moment Mr of the
reinforced concrete cross-section.
 
Setup options normal force diaphragm wall
For the determination of the stiffness of the diaphragm wall the program can take into account the
presence of a normal force acting onto the diaphragm

The vertical shear forces along the diaphragm wall, both active and passive side, do have in relation to the
heart of concrete section an eccentricity of half of the thickness of the wall.
By this eccentricity extra moments are exerted onto the diaphragm wall.
By checking the box "Take eccentricity shear forces by soil into account" this eccentricity can taken into
account or not (only accessible if the box "Normal force is included for determination of stiffness" has
been checked).
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If the box "Normal force is included for determination of stiffness" is checked the choice can be made
whether or not the self weight of the diaphragm wall is taken into account.
 
The influence of reinforcement at the compression zone can be taken into account the following way:
- by checking the box "With influence holes reinforcement on properties" it's taken into account that
reinforcement and concrete can't have the same space. The influence on the stiffness of the cross-section
by the presence of  reinforcement at the compression zone can be taken into account.

 
- if the box "With influence holes reinforcement on properties" not is checked the influence on the stiffness
of the cross-section by the presence of  reinforcement at the compression zone can switched on or off
separately.

Back to the top
Plot M-Kappa diagram
With the aid of the button  the Moment-Normal force-Kappa diagrams at the
LEFT- en RIGHT side of the diaphragm wall can be shown per section.
De entered value for the tensile strength will be multiplied by this factor (for the last phase at the service
situation only).
 
See further:  Plot M-N-Kappa diagrams and theoretical backgrounds of the program

Back to the top

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make your documentation accessible on any device with
HelpNDoc

PlotM_KappaDiagrammen.htm
PlotM_KappaDiagrammen.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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Surface field/groundwater levels

Input surface/ground water level into the program
PCSheetPileWall
With the aid of this main menu entry the location of the surface levels and the (ground) water levels per
construction phase can be entered.

 
At various setups it is set down how the surface is shaped; three possibilities:
 
a. Plane horizontal surface levels
b. Plane sloping surface levels
c. Bended surface levels (Culmann)
 
If at various setups the capability to perform a probabilistic calculation is setup see than also Probabilistic
input data
 
ad. a.: Plane horizontal surface levels
As can be seen at the figure below per construction phase for the LEFT and RIGHT side the vertical
coordinate of the surface level has to be entered.
Dependent on the choice made at various setups this coordinates should be entered in relation to the top
side of the sheet pile wall (directing downwards is positive) or in relation to the national surveying system
of levels (directing upwards is positive).
Excavations are allowed to be entered at the LEFT and RIGHT side both.
At NEN-EN 1997-1 (Eurocode 7) the following text about tolerances of the ground surface levels is given:
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- Permanent  (ground) water levels
Ground water tables are always oriented into the horizontal plane and have to be entered at the same way
as for the input of surface levels.
If wished for the volume weight of the ground water can be changed from the default value of  9.81
kN/m2.
If the soil is dry (no groundwater table) the user has to enter a value for the level of the
groundwater at the place of the  bottom of the sheet wall or below.
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The input data grids at this window do support  "drag and drop"
 
- Variable (ground) water levels
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according to Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than beneath the tab sheet  “Eurocode 7” variable (ground) water loads at the left and
right side of sheet pile wall should be entered. The variable part of the (ground) water levels will be added
to the values entered at the tab sheet “General”.
 
Pay attention: for positive values of the variable part of the (ground) water levels in relation to the
permanent water level the level will be heightened (to above); for negative values lowered (to below). This
is independent of the direction into which direction of the positive axis along the sheet pile wall has been
defined. According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for the permanent and the variable part different
partial  factors for the acting loads are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical
backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program

DragAndDrop.htm
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At the graphical window a blue striped line does depict the presence and level of a variable part of the
(ground) water level added to the permanent (ground) water level; see the figure below as an illustration:

Back to the top
ad.: b.  Plane sloping surface levels (Krey)
As can be seen at the figure below per construction phase for the LEFT and RIGHT side the vertical
coordinate of the sloping surface level for the intersection of the surface level with the sheet pile wall has
to be entered.
Dependent on the choice made at various setups this coordinates should be entered in relation to the top
side of the sheet pile wall (directing downwards is positive) or in relation to the national surveying system
of levels (directing upwards is positive).
At the third data grid the angles of the slope of the surface levels in relation to the horizontal direction
can be entered (a zero values means a horizontal surface level).
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The figure above illustrates the direction of  the surface levels at the LEFT and RIGHT side if positive
values for the angles of the slopes have been entered.
Excavations are allowed to be entered at the LEFT and RIGHT side both.
 
See further: theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program
Ground water tables are always oriented into the horizontal plane.
If wished for the volume weight of the ground water can be changed from the default value of  9.81
kN/m2.
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The input data grids at this window do support  "drag and drop"
Back to the top
ad.: c. Bended surface levels (Culmann)
As can be seen at the figure below per construction phase for the LEFT and RIGHT side for a number of
bend points the horizontal distance and the vertical coordinate of the surface level has to be entered.
The number of bend points needed can be adjusted by the user.
Dependent on the choice made at various setups this vertical coordinates should be entered in relation to
the top side of the sheet pile wall (directing downwards is positive) or in relation to the national surveying
system of levels (directing upwards is positive).
Excavations are allowed to be entered at the LEFT and RIGHT side both.

DragAndDrop.htm
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Ground water tables are always oriented into the horizontal plane.
If wished for the volume weight of the ground water can be changed from the default value of  9.81
kN/m2.

The input data grids at this window do support  "drag and drop"
 

DragAndDrop.htm
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Example of a  bended surface level
 
Pay attention: In the present implementation of the program, for the calculation method of Culmann, the bended
surface level has to be situated within a single soil layer. It’s not allowed to cross soil layer boundaries therefore.
This will be checked by the program; an error message will be given if necessary.

Example  of an error of a bended surface at the LEFT side; the bended surface is situated at the layers 3 and 4;
The bended surface has to be situated at a single soil layer however.
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See further: theoretical backgrounds sheet pile wall program
Back to the top
Probabilistic input data
If at various setups the option for a probabilistic calculation has bee set the window below will open, at
which at the right side the probabilistic input data can be seen.
For the surface level the probability distribution function is a normal distribution.
For the (ground) water levels 9 different probability distribution functions are available: Normal,  Right
truncated Normal, Left truncated Normal, Exponential, Gumbel (type I), Type I, Weibull, Uniform and
LogNormal.
If at various setups the option for sloping surface levels has been set the option for the input of the
standard deviations for the angles of the sloping surface levels is available only.
 
For further backgrounds regarding the probabilistic calculation technique see backgrounds theory
 

The input data grids at this window do support  "drag and drop"
 
Back to the top

 
 

DragAndDrop.htm
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Vertical loads

Input vertical loads into the program PCSheetPileWall
Width the aid of this main menu entry vertical surcharges can be applied acting onto the surface level per
side and per construction phase.

 
Note: In principle, enter the loads per unit width m’, with the exception of locally present loads.
 
If at various setups, with the aid of the checkbox , has been chosen for the calculation of a
single pile the various values will be multiplied by the program with the entered value of the width of the
single pile; see further: Input properties sheet pile wall
For a normal sheet pile wall of diaphragm wall this multiplication takes not place however, because the
‘Width’ is connected there to the capability to model a graduated sheet pile wall (alternating lengths of
sheet piles); it does influence the properties of the sheet pile wall of diaphragm wall only at a particular

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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section.
 
Pay attention: the surcharges acting onto the surface level are transferred via the grain
skeleton (drained state of the soil).
All horizontal distances to the sheet pile wall have to be entered with positive values only; both at the
LEFT and RIGHT side.
 

The type of surcharge is dependent on the kind of shape of the surface level which is setup at various
setups
 
a. for plain horizontal surfaces levels  and  for sloping surface levels (Krey)
b. for bended surface levels (Culmann)
 
 
ad. a.: for plain horizontal surface levels and for sloping surface levels
 
Further at an arbitrary place onto the sheet pile wall a vertical line load can be placed. For a positive value
the force is directing downwards.
For the calculation it is taken into account that this vertical normal force has an influence on the size of the
moment distribution at the sheet pile wall (2e order effects caused by the deflections of the sheet pile wall.
In each point at the sheet pile wall an extra moment will be added with the size of the product of the local
normal force and the local displacement of the sheet pile wall.
In most cases the influence of a normal force at the sheet pile wall will be limited; only if a large normal
force is present the moment and displacement distribution will be significantly influenced by it.
 
Various type of surcharges acting onto the surface level at the LEFT and RIGHT side per construction
phase can be entered.
(where the hand cursor appears it’s possible to click with the mouse; at the window below too ):
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Equal distributed load
This concerns a constant value for the vertical surcharge acting onto the surface level at the LEFT or
RIGHT side for a certain construction phase, which is stretched in the width direction of the sheet pile
wall to infinity in principle; see figure below:
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For a positive value the load is acting downwards.
 
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
 
 
By checking the box with the text “Load present side ways local only” the influence of the surcharge can
be limited into the width direction of the sheet pile wall; see figure below:
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For the size of the angle of spreading, along which the load will spread into the width direction, an angle of
45 degrees or  45 degrees + phi/2 (phi is the friction angle of the soil near the surface level).
Back to the top
Trapezium shaped load
Pay attention: apply this type of surcharge at the area of active sliding planes only.
This concerns a vertical surcharge acting at the LEFT and RIGHT side, at a certain construction phase,
which is present perpendicular to the sheet pile wall locally; see the figures below:
 

For a positive value the load is acting downwards.
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If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
 
 

Where the extension of the striped lines at the figure above the sheet pile wall cuts the vertical effective
stresses are Q1 and Q2 respectively.
At a distance h (h = tan(phi)*dist. Q1) in relation  to the surface level the vertical effective soil stress is
zero; after that a linear interpolation will take place.
With this approximation the pressures acting onto the sheet pile wall is somewhat over estimated; a safe
approximation therefore.
 somewhat
As special cases:
- the block load (Q1 = Q2)
- the tri-angular load (if Q1 = 0 or if Q2 = 0)
 
For a positive value the load is directing downwards.
By checking the box with the text “Load present side ways local only” the influence of the surcharge can
be limited into the width direction of the sheet pile wall; see figure below:
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For the size of the angle of spreading, along which the load will spread into the width direction, an angle of
45 degrees or  45 degrees + phi/2 (phi is the friction angle of the soil near the surface level).
Back to the top
 
Line load
With this option a line shaped vertical load acting onto the surface level  per construction phase can be
entered at a certain distance and parallel to the sheet pile wall.

For a positive value the load is acting downwards.
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If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
 
The vertical effective soil stress along the length of the sheet pile wall will be calculated with the aid of the
formula of Boussinesq.  The line load is present along the whole width of the sheet pile wall; therefore no
spreading is applied.
For a positive value the load is acting into the downward direction.
Pay attention: from research it follows that this approximation gives somewhat to low pressures
onto the sheet pile wall, especially for stiff structures.

with
f(r,l) = 2 - r/l   for  r £  l
f(r,l) = 1        for  r > l
l = length sheet pile wall
Back to the top
 
Point load
With the aid of this option a point shaped vertical load acting onto the surface level can be entered per
construction phase at a certain distance perpendicular to the sheet pile wall.
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For a positive value the load is acting downwards.
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
 
The vertical effective soil stress along the length of the sheet pile wall will be calculated according the
figure below.
For a positive value the load is acting into the downward direction.
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Back to the top
Arbitrary load
This concerns an arbitrary shaped load acting into the vertical direction onto the surface level at the LEFT
or RIGHT side, at a certain construction phase; see the figure below:
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
For a positive value the load is acting downwards.
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or

DragAndDrop.htm
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not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
 
 
At the place of n bend points the size and the distance till the sheet pile wall should be entered. The
number of bend points can be adjusted per construction phase by the user.
The vertical effective soil stresses along the vertical length of the sheet pile wall will be calculated with the
of the formula of Boussinesq (see also at Line load).  The load between two horizontal coordinates will be
divided into a number of line loads, which number can be adjusted by the user.

with
f(r,l) = 2 - r/l   for  r £  l
f(r,l) = 1        for  r > l
l = length sheet pile wall
Back to the top
ad. b.: for bended surface levels
For this kind of shaped surface levels two types of surcharges are possible:
- Line loads
- Block loads
 
Further at an arbitrary place onto the sheet pile wall a vertical line load can be placed. For a positive value
the force is directing downwards.
For the calculation it is taken into account that this vertical normal force has an influence on the size of the
moment distribution at the sheet pile wall (2e order effects caused by the deflections of the sheet pile wall.
In each point at the sheet pile wall an extra moment will be added with the size of the product of the local
normal force and the local displacement of the sheet pile wall.
In most cases the influence of a normal force at the sheet pile wall will be limited; only if a large normal
force is present the moment and displacement distribution will be significantly influenced by it.
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Line loads
By clicking on the radio button with the text “Line loads” one of more line loads acting into the vertical
direction onto the surface level , per construction phase, at the LEFT or RIGHT side can be entered.
A line shaped surcharge is acting on a certain distance and parallel to the sheet pile wall.
The number of line loads can be enlarged at  “Number of load points”.
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
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Back to the top
Block loads
By clicking on the radio button with the text “Block loads” one or more block loads action onto the surface
level in vertical direction, per construction phase, at the LEFT or RIGHT side can be entered.
A single block load has a constant size between “Distance start” and “Distance end”.
The number of block loads can be enlarged at “Number of load points” (n block loads).
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
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Back to the top
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly bring your documentation online with HelpNDoc

Horizontal conditions

Input horizontal conditions into then program
PCSheetPileWall
With the aid of this main menu entry the horizontal conditions as anchors/struts, supports, horizontal loads
etcetera acting onto the sheet pile wall can be entered.
 

Pay attention: All stiffnesses etcetera have to be entered per stretched meter sheet pile wall;
the heart to heart distance of anchors etcetera is not known in this cross-section calculation of a
sheet pile wall.
If at various setups, with the aid of the checkbox , has been chosen for the calculation of a
single pile the various values will be multiplied by the program with the entered value of the width of the
single pile; see further: Input properties sheet pile wall
For a normal sheet pile wall of diaphragm wall this multiplication takes not place however, because the
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‘Width’ is connected there to the capability to model a graduated sheet pile wall (alternating lengths of
sheet piles); it does influence the properties of the sheet pile wall of diaphragm wall only at a particular
section.
 
Various kinds of  horizontal conditions and loads can be entered per construction phase.
(where the hand cursor appears it’s possible to click with the mouse; at the window below too ):

 

General remarks
The program has the capability to enter the levels of the horizontal conditions according two different
vertical system of axes:
a. Vertical axis directed downwards. The zero point is located at the top of the sheet pile wall.
b. Vertical axis directed upwards. The zero point is located according the national surveying system.
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The calculation heart of the program converts levels according the national surveying system of levels to
an orientation relating it to the top of the sheet pile wall (system a.); the user will notice nothing of this
however.
 
Pay attention: A horizontal condition is active after the construction phase within it is defined only.  Displacements
of the sheet pile wall appearing before the construction phase in which the horizontal condition is entered firstly do
not have an influence on the forces acting in the horizontal conditions (such as anchor and strut forces).
 
Anchors (or struts) and possible anchor bulkhead
Anchors are supports who can take up tension only. For a displacement of the sheet pile wall directed
outwards to the soil body the anchor delivers a force on the wall into the direction of the soil body.
Struts are supports who can take up pressure only. The pressure force in a strut is limited by the
buckling force of the strut. Likewise a anchor a strut delivers a force acting onto the sheet pile wall in the
direction of the soil body; if the sheet pile wall is moving outwards of the soil body.
Because in an anchor a tension force is present and in a strut a pressure force, a strut at the left side of
the sheet pile wall has the same effect a an anchor located at the right side of the sheet pile wall; and vice
versa. A strut can therefore be entered as an anchor acting on the other side; see the figure below:
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At the input data window shown below for anchors a number of types of anchors can be defined firstly, 
which (or a selection from it)  in the second part of the windows at the LEFT or RIGHT side, at a certain
depth per construction phase, can be placed.
 

The input data grids at this window do support  "drag and drop"
 
Types of anchors
Each type of anchor has an unique defined number, by which can be referenced when placing the anchors
at the various construction phases.
 
a. E-modulus
b. Area of the anchor (cross-section)
c. Yield/buckling force
For a tension anchor the maximal elastic spring force will be limited to the entered yield force; enter a high
value if this kind of non-linear behaviour for the anchor is not wished for.
For a strut the maximal elastic spring force will be limited to the buckling force; enter a high value if this
kind of non-linear behaviour for the strut is not wished for.
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d. Prestress force  (is allowed to be zero)
The load acting onto the sheet pile wall as consequence of a prestressed anchor will be considered as a
point load with the size of the entered prestress force. For the first construction phase from which the
prestressed anchor has been defined a point load acting onto the sheet pile wall will be placed only (the
prestress phase). Just for the following construction phases the stiffness of the anchor will be incorporated
in the calculation; at the prestress phase this stiffness is not present yet. The total force present in the
anchor for the construction phases after the prestress phase will be calculated from the entered prestress
force and the extra force caused by the elastic strain of the anchor.
Pay attention!! It’ not allowed for an once defined prestress force (entered via the anchor TYPE) to
change this prestress force at the following construction phases. It’s allowed to remove the anchor all
together at a certain construction phase however (temporary functional anchor) . The program will check
this and will give an error message then. For getting around this limitation a varying prestress force can be
simulated by adding an extra horizontal acting point load onto the sheet pile wall.
 
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the checkbox

 
it can be determined whether of not this anchor type is permanent or temporary.
According to Eurode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and temporary anchors different partial factors
for the strength are used; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet pile wall
program
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Assigning the place of anchors
Per construction phase it has to be entered whether the anchor (or strut) is present at the left or right side
of the sheet pile wall. This is of importance whether or not the “anchor” does behave as a tension anchor
or as a strut; like discussed above.
After that the level has to be entered where the anchor is connected to the sheet pile wall:  “Depth”
In the next column the angle of the anchor with the horizontal direction should be entered; at the figure
below it is depicted which direction is the positive at the LEFT and RIGHT side of the sheet pile wall.
 

At last the length of the anchor should be entered.
 
Possible anchor bulkhead
For the case that one anchor is connected to the sheet pile wall only it’s possible to check the box

For this case the program is capable to calculate the soil mechanical strength of the anchor bulkhead.
If the box is checked the window below will open, in which the geometry of the anchor bulkhead can be
entered.
If the geometry of the anchor bulkhead has been entered the program will calculate the angle and the total
length of the anchor automatically and will be filled into the anchor property window.
For the value of the horizontal distance at the window below a positive value should be entered always;
whether the anchor is located at the left or right side does not matter.
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Geometry of the anchor bulkhead
The anchor is connected halfway the height of the bulkhead.
The calculation of the anchor bulkhead is a variation of the KRANZ method; see Theoretical
background to the sheet pile wall
 
The calculation of the anchor bulk is NOT supported for all possible option known to the program; the
stability of the anchor bulkhead will not be calculated for the following options:
- sloping surface levels according KREY
- arbitrary shaped bended surface levels according CULMANN
- input soil properties directly with the aid of the labda values
- in combination with phi-c reduction
The program is protected against incorrect use.
 
Important points of interest for the calculation of an anchor bulkhead:
At the output the calculated safety factor against the failure of the vertical bulkhead is given in relation to
two different sliding planes: a deep and a high situated sliding plane. The user can get a depiction of this
after having performed a calculation; see the example beneath:
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The deep sliding plane is oriented  from the bottom side of the anchor bulkhead to the first shear force
zero point in relation to the bottom of the sheet pile wall ( premise by KRANZ).
The high sliding plane belongs to the failure of the passive wedge at the front side of the bulkhead directed
to the surface level. If the bulkhead is oriented (to) high this mechanism can be leading.
On other premise is that the soil above the anchor bulkhead co-operates with the movement of the anchor
bulkhead. For rather deep placed anchor bulkheads this premise does not hold true all together.
Pay attention to the fact that for the calculation of the anchor bulkhead surcharge loads acting onto the
surface level will be incorporated in the calculation if this surcharge concerns an equally distributed load
only. Because the complexity other kinds of surcharge loads will not be taken into account. The influence
of other types of surcharge loads is incorporated into the calculated anchor force nevertheless, but NOT
into large shear forces along the sliding planes between anchor bulkhead and the sheet pile wall (this is a
safe approximation anyway).
For the use of an equal distributed surcharge load it’s the responsibility of the user to check whether or not
the effect of taking into account the presence of the surcharge does have a favourable or unfavourable
influence.
 
Because the width orientation of the sheet pile wall is not part of the calculation model, the separate
anchor bulkheads do have to have such dimensions that these by approximation will be behave as one
undisrupted bulkhead (by arching effects) . For a sandy soil a critical distance “acrit” can be defined as:
acrit = h . b. If the distance between the anchors is smaller than acrit the formulated assumption will be
fulfilled. For H/h > 5.5 the formula for acrit does not longer holds true anymore.
The factor b is dependent on the ratio H/h; see figure below:
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For square anchor bulkheads b has the values according to the table below:

H/h 1 3 5 5.5
b 2.1 2.5 3.1 3.3

Back to the top
Spring supports
For a spring support the support has an elastic resistance against horizontal displacements. This means this
kind of spring support can counteract forces from the left and right both. This force is contrary to the
force in anchors and struts not limited in size.
Next to the place of the support the spring stiffness has to be entered: Fs= c.w
met
Fs = spring force
c =  spring constant
w = horizontal displacement of the sheet pile wall at the point where the spring support is connected to the
sheet pile wall.
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The number of spring supports present should be entered per construction phase (more than one spring
support is allowed to be present at the same time).
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
Back to the top
Fixed supports
At a fixed support no horizontal displacements are possible since the construction phase in which the fixed
support has been placed.
The place coordinate has to be entered only.

DragAndDrop.htm
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
Back to the top
Fully clamped support
With the aid of this option it’s possible to enter per construction phase one or more fully clamped supports
on the sheet pile wall.
The place of the fully clamped support is asked.
From the construction phase on, at which the fully clamped support has been entered, both the horizontal
displacement and rotation is prevented.
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Back to the top
Horizontal forces
With the aid of this option it’s possible to enter per construction phase one or more horizontal forces acting
onto the sheet pile wall.
A positive force is directing to the LEFT; a negative force to the RIGHT.
The place and size are asked.
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
Back to the top
Moments
With the aid of this option it’s possible to enter per construction phase one or more moments acting onto
the sheet pile wall.
A positive moment is turning to the RIGHT; a negative moment to the LEFT.
The place and size are asked.
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
Back to the top
Under water concrete
With the aid of this option it’s possible to enter per construction phase ONE under water concrete floor.
The schematizing is depicted at the figure below:

The under water concrete floor is schematized with the aid of 2 fixed supports, related to the top and
bottom of the floor.
It should be entered whether the floor is situated at the left or right side of the sheet pile wall.
The fixed supports can counteract forces into the direction of the red coloured arrows only; for a
displacement of the sheet pile wall to the other direction (outward to the under water concrete floor) the
force in the concerning supports will be zero (gap opening).
As seen at the window below the top and bottom level of the under water concrete floor have to be
entered per construction phase only.
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Supplementary points of interest
If the surface level is taken equal to the BOTTOM side of the under water concrete floor the weight of
the under water concrete, for the calculation of the effective stresses, NOT is taken into account (the
floor is supported by piles).
If the surface level is taken equal to the TOP side of the under water concrete floor the weight of the
under water concrete, for the calculation of the effective stresses, is taken into account (the floor is  NOT
supported by piles). For this last case a “dummy” soil layer with a thickness equal to that of the under
water concrete floor should be entered however and with the volume weight of concrete.
The water pressure beneath the concrete floor will be derived from the hydrostatic water stress calculated
at the construction phase just before the placing of the under water concrete floor. The counter-pressure
by the under water concrete floor is processed automatically by the program; therefore NO extra
surcharge load should be applied in order to compensate for the extra water stresses.
At the side of the under water concrete floor, between the top and bottom side of the floor, there is NO
horizontal loading (water and effective stresses) acting onto the sheet pile wall present.
Back to the top
Arbitrary horizontal load
It’s possible to enter an arbitrary shaped horizontal load acting onto the sheet pile wall.
For a number of arbitrary bend points the size of  q [kN/m’] and the place should be entered.
Between these bend points the program makes a linear interpolation.
For a positive value for q the load acts into the LEFT direction; for a negative value to the RIGHT.
The horizontal loads will be multiplied width the acting width of the sheet pile at that place; see also
Properties sheet pile wall
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
If at Various setups the choice has been made for the calculation of u.c.- values according Eurocode 7
(NEN-EN 1997-1) than with the aid of the checkbox   it can be determined whether or
not it’s a variable load.
According to Eurocode 7 (NEN-EN 1997-1) for permanent and variable actions (loads) different partial
factors are taken into account; see also at Various setups and theoretical backgrounds to the sheet wall
program
 

Back to the top
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize your documentation process with HelpNDoc's
online capabilities

Soil properties

Input soil properties into the program PCSheetPileWall
With the aid of this main menu entry the properties of the soil should be entered. The soil properties at
the LEFT and RIGHT side are allowed to be different.

 

 
For extra effective and water stresses see: extra stresses
For probabilistic input data see: probabilistic input data
 
If at various setups the regarding option is chosen then it is allowed to have a different number of soil
layers with different properties for each construction phase. If this option is not activated all the soil
properties are the same for all construction phases; this makes the amount of input data of a lesser amount
(not activated is the default setup for this option).
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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At various setups it can be set up at which way the soil properties should be entered:
 
I. Soil properties equal for ALL construction phases
   I.1 horizontal soil pressure coefficients will be calculated by the program
        I.1.1  Stiffness of the ground is described by one single spring constant
        I.1.2  Stiffness of the ground is described by a tri-linear relation
   I.2 horizontal soil pressure coefficients will be entered by the user directly
 
II. Soil properties different for ALL construction phases
   II.1 horizontal soil pressure coefficients will be calculated by the program
        II.1.1  Stiffness of the ground is described by one single spring constant
        II.1.2  Stiffness of the ground is described by a tri-linear relation
   II.2 horizontal soil pressure coefficients will be entered by the user directly
 
For more backgrounds about the determination about the values of the continuously horizontal spring
supports see further Determination of soil stiffness
 
For orientation purposes some typical properties of soil are given below:

with
g0   = dry density  (with its natural moisture content)
gsat = wet density
qo   = cone penetration value
j’   = effective angle of friction for the drained situation
c’    = (drained) cohesion

VeergedragGrond.htm
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Stiffness
 
I.1.1  Stiffness of the ground is described by one single spring constant (equal for all construction phases)
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
In the first  column of the input grid the number of the soil layer is reproduced.
In the second column an input field is present for text which could describe the regarding soil layer; it’s
not compulsory to enter text at this field.
In the third column the height of the top side of the regarding soil layer should be entered. The bottom
side of soil layer n is the top side of layer n+1. The bottom side of the last layer (with the highest layer
number) is undetermined; as far as this layer will stretch so much downwards as needed for the
calculation (till the bottom of the sheet pile wall).
If at various setups  not has been chosen for the national surveying system of level measurements then the
top side of a soil layer will be defined in relation to the top of the sheet wall (positive direction is pointing
downwards). If the choice has been made for the national surveying system then the orientation of the soil
layers is related to this system of measurement (positive direction is pointing upwards)
If the checkbox  has been checked the over-consolidation ratio can be
entered (non compulsory); see further Input overconsolidation ratio
If the button  has been checked the shell factor for a single pile can be
entered (non compulsory); see further Input shell factor
 
The effect of earthquakes according to Eurocode 8 can be accounted for.
This option for the calculate of the effect of earthquakes is available if at Various Setups has been chosen for the

calculation according to the ‘Eurocode’ only 
 
Warning: The calculation process has generally a highly nonlinear character. For very large differences
between e.g.  strength and stiffness properties of adjacent soil layers the calculation  process can be very
difficult. The accuracy of the calculation results may be limited then.
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Choice between the two systems of level measurements available
 
In the fourth column the dry volume weight (with its natural moisture content) of the regarding soil layer
should be entered; this value will be used by the program if the soil present is located above the ground
water level.
In the fifth column the wet volume weight of the regarding soil layer should be entered; this value will be
used by the program if the soil present is located below the ground water level.
In the sixth column the value for angle of friction of the regarding soil layer in degrees should be entered
(PHI-value).
In the seventh column the value for the angle of friction between the soil and the sheet pile wall should be
entered (delta active).
For the delta-values the following values are used often:
- sand:  delta = 2/3 * phi
- clay:    delta = 1/2 * phi
- peat:  delta = 0
 
For concrete diaphragm walls, on the one hand, there could be a higher wall friction angle, but on the other
hand, a bentonite cake is left between the wall and the surrounding soil, which could in fact adversely
affect the frictional properties.
It is recommended to use the following for concrete diaphragm walls:
  - Starting from curved sliding surfaces: delta = minimum (phi, 20º)
  - Starting from straight sliding surfaces: delta = minimum (2/3 phi, 13,3º)

For more background information see among others: https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%
3A2b34b682-b135-4c6a-b26a-6deb9fe5c68f

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid:2b34b682-b135-4c6a-b26a-6deb9fe5c68f
https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid:2b34b682-b135-4c6a-b26a-6deb9fe5c68f
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If at various setups the choice has been made to allow a different absolute value for the angle of friction
between the soil and the sheet pile wall in the active and passive area then in the eighth column the angle
for wall friction in the passive area should be entered; otherwise the eighth column will be greyed and  the
absolute values of delta in the active and passive area are equal to each other.
In the ninth column the value the cohesion constant of the regarding soil layer should be entered (a zero
value is allowed).

By clicking on the button  the window shown below will open; in which from the phi,
delta and cohesion values the calculated labda-values and cohesion coefficients will be shown to the user.
te drukken opent zich het onderstaande scherm, waarin de vanuit de phi-, delta en cohesie berekende
waarden voor de labda-waarden en de cohesieconstanten ter informatie worden getoond.
This button is not available if at various setups the choice has been made for a bended surface level
(Culmann), because for that case there will be made a calculation with fictive labda-values. See further:
theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program

The effect of earthquakes according to Eurocode 8 can be accounted for.
 

By clicking on the button  the window below will open, in which the spring stiffness
behaviour of the soil will be depicted:
 

Aardbevingen.htm
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The effect of earthquakes according to Eurocode 8 can be accounted for.
 

If the check box  has been checked then for the passive area the
calculation of the passive labda-values will take into account curved sliding planes according to Kötter; see
further: theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program
If this box is not checked the calculation will taken place with straight sliding planes both in the active and
passive area. The approximation with curved sliding planes approximates the real behaviour of the soil the
best. For straight sliding planes in the passive area the size for the calculated passive labda-value is to
large for higher values of the angle of friction of the soil.
 
In the last columns of the data grid at the first window the stiffness properties of the regarding soil layer
have to be entered.
The program does support two different spring characteristics for the displacement behaviour of the soil as
long the soil is not into the pure active of passive state; this can setup at various setups

Constant value for stiffness of the soil
For this choice the stiffness of the soil between the active and passive state is described by a single

Aardbevingen.htm
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straight line; the angle of this line is called the spring stiffness constant.
For reversing displacements from the active or passive state an other area will be covered; see the thin
lines at the figure below.
 

linear guided spring stiffness  (single spring stiffness constant)
 
The spring stiffness constant should be entered at the top and bottom side of the regarding soil layer; for
values in between the program will perform a linear interpolation.
 
As an alternative for the input of the spring stiffness constant the size of the horizontal stretch (see figure
above) can be entered if this option is activated at various setups. This is a much less common way to
describe the stiffness of the soil however.

Some complementary remarks
The spring stiffness constant of the soil relates the stress increase acting on a slab, which is supported by
the soil, and the increase of sinking of that slab into the soil. For a sheet pile wall this is the horizontal
movement of the soil of course. The spring stiffness constant is a calculation variable in fact, with non
linear soil behaviour the spring “constant” varies with the acting displacement and is not really constant
therefore. If the user wants to model the soil stiffness behaviour more accurate than the choice can be
made for described more advanced method below (tri-linear approximation of the area between the
neutral and passive zone).
The right choice for the size of the spring stiffness constant is of importance for the calculation of the
displacements of the sheet pile wall mostly. For the calculated force distribution in the sheet pile wall (like
the distribution of moments) the exact size of the spring stiffness constant is generally of less importance.
It’s recommended to determine the sensitivity for the size of the spring stiffness constant on the
calculation results through varying of the spring stiffness constant.
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Some indications for the determination of the size of the spring stiffness constants.
Below some indications (rules of thumb) are given regarding the size of the spring stiffness constant (k) as
function of the soil composition. These values are given for orientation purposes only; they have to be used
with some caution. By preference these sizes should be derived from specific ground investigations.
 
a. as function of the cone penetration value (CPT)e
For sheet pile walls:                  k= 2000 * cone penetration value in [N/mm2]  à [kN/m3]
For a single pile:  D <= 1 m:     k= 4000 * cone penetration value in [N/mm2]  à [kN/m3]
                               D > 1 m:       k= 4000/D * cone penetration value in [N/mm2]  à [kN/m3]
                                               with  kmin = 2000 * cone penetration value in [N/mm2]  à [kN/m3]
 
b. as function of the horizontal displacement of the sheet pile wall at a certain place (w); see table
below:
 

w = displacement [mm]
r = volume weight [kN/m3]
qc = cone penetration value [MN/m2]

Spring stiffness constant k  [kN/m3]

w <= 20 mm 20 mm < w  <= 100 mm w > 100 mm

SAND:                                 qc
sand fill                         5 – 10
holocene                         5
pleistocene                     20

 
10000
8000
45000

 
7500
6000
30000

 
5000
4000
15000

CLAY:
r = 13 -15
r = 15 -17
r > 17

 
4000
5000
6000

 
3000
3750
4500

 
2000
2500
3500

PEAT:
r = 10 – 11
r = 12

 
3000
4000

 
2000
3000

 
1500
2000

 
By clicking with the RIGHT mouse button on one of the cells in the 2 columns for the input of the spring
stiffness constants a window is opened with which a value can be chosen in accordance with the table
above.

See further Wizard soil spring stiffness
 
If at  various setups the choice has been made for a probabilistic calculation the standard deviations of a
number of soil properties have to be entered.; see the window below:
 

WizardBeddingconstanten.htm
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
The stochastic variables can be distrubted NORMAL or LOGNORMAL; this can be adjusted at various
setups
 
 
I.1.2  Stiffness of the ground is described by a tri-linear relation (equal for all construction phases)
 

DragAndDrop.htm
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
For this case the k1, k2 and k3 values at the top and bottom side of the regarding soil layer should be
entered respectively. For values in between linear interpolation will take place by the program.
 
For this choice the stiffness of the ground between the active and passive value for the horizontal effective
pressure will be described by three straight lines; this gives a better approximation of the real behaviour
than the use of a single spring stiffness constant. This choice for the size of the spring stiffness constant is
of importance for the calculation of the displacements of the sheet pile wall mostly.
 

non constant value for the spring stiffness; approximation by 3 straight lines
input via 3 secans values (k1, k2 en k3
 
The branch A-B-C at the figure above is walked through only once; the reversed coarse (hysteresis loop)
is indicated by the thin striped lines.
 

From the window for the input of the soil properties by clicking on the button  the
vertical distances till the points A and B can be changed from the default values of 50 and 80%
respectively; see the window below:
 

DragAndDrop.htm
Tri_lineaireBeddingStijfheden.htm
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See further also: theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall
 
Some indications for the input of the sizes of the secans values k1, k2 and k3
In the table below some indications (rules of thumb) are given with regard to the size of the secans values
k1, k2 and k3  as function of the soil composition. These values are given for orientation purposes only;
they have to be used with some caution. By preference these sizes should be derived from specific ground
investigations.
 

qc = cone penetration value
cu = undrained shear strength

Secans value  [kN/m3]  low-high value
k1 k2 k3

SAND:                          qc [MPa]
lose                                  5
average                           15
firm                                  25

 
12000 - 27000
20000 - 45000
40000 - 90000

 
6000 - 13500

10000 - 22500
20000 - 45000

 
3000 - 6750
5000 - 11250

10000 - 22500
CLAY:                            cu   [kPa]
lose                                 25
average                          50
firm                                 200

 
2000 - 4500
4000 - 9000
6000 - 13500

 
800 - 1800

2000 - 4500
4000 - 9000

 
500 - 1125
800 - 1800

2000 - 4500

PEAT:                    cu   [kPa]
lose                                10
average                         30

 
1000 - 2250
2000 - 4500

 
500 - 1125
800 - 1800

 
250 - 560
500 - 1125

Table is derived from CUR 166 “Damwandconstructies”
 
By clicking with the RIGHT mouse button on one of the cells in the 6 columns for the input of the spring
stiffness constants a window is opened with which a value can be chosen in accordance with the table
above.

See further Wizard soil spring stiffness
 
Do use the representative value of the low mean value if a low value for the spring stiffness constant is
unfavourable.
Do use the representative value of the high mean value if a high value for the spring stiffness constant is
unfavourable.
 
By clicking on the button the window  shown below will open; in which the spring
behaviour of the ground is depicted:
 

WizardBeddingconstanten.htm
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Whet at various setups the choice has been made for a probabilistic calculation the standard deviations for
a number of soil properties can be entered; see the window below:
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
The stochastic variables can be distributed NORMAL or LOGNORMAL; this can be adjusted at various
setups
 
 
I.2  Horizontal effective pressure coefficients entered by the user directly
If at various setups it has been indicated the labda-values for the active, neutral and passive area can be
entered by the user directly; see the window below:
 

DragAndDrop.htm
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
Supplementary remarks:
Over consolidation can be incorporated into the labda-values entered. If caused by a former surcharge
load the soil can be over consolidated, caused for instance by the presence of land ice or blown away dune
hills in the past. The horizontal effective stress will for those cases be larger than for the calculated values
for the normal case. Resulting in a longer displacement path for reaching the active effective pressure
area. Not realizing of this phenomenon with a higher value for labda neutral can lead to an underestimation
of the displacements and the force distribution in the sheet pile wall. By ground investigations, the pressio
meter test for instance, the level of over consolidation can be determined approximately.
Next to this, if the original surcharge is known, with the following formula an estimation for the heighten
value for labda neutral can be made:

at which:
lnormal = is labda value for normal consolidated soil
OCR = Former vertical effective stress/Current vertical effective stress
x = a coefficient dependently of the kind of soil
x = 0.4 for sand
x = 0.5 for clay
The laba neutral has to be adjusted for the processing of over consolidation only; labda active and passive
stays equal.
 
Compacting of soils behind a sheet pile wall construction 
It can happen that the soil behind a wall will be extra compacted by means of dynamically compaction of
the filling up, caused by the dynamical effects of road traffic, caused by movements relating to
temperature differences etcetera.
Taking into account the compaction caused by effects mentioned above is far from simple. The
compaction to be expected should be estimated before the construction will be build in the design phase.
Dependently of the expected compaction the neutral labda value should be adjusted in analogy with the
phenomenon of over consolidation.
 
Stiffness of the ground is described by one single spring constant
 
If the checkbox has been checked the shell factor can be entered (non

DragAndDrop.htm
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compulsory); see further Input shell factor
 
II.1.1 Stiffness of the ground is described by one single spring constant (different for each construction
phase)
If at various setups the choice has been made to allow the soil properties to be different for each
construction phase the window below will open, in which tabs for the construction phases are added.
In order to speed up the input of data the data can be copied from one to another construction phase.
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
For a further description see I.1.1
 
Stiffness of the ground is described by a tri-linear relation
 
II.1.2 Stiffness of the ground is described by a tri-linear relation (different for each construction phase)
If at various setups the choice has been made to allow the soil properties to be different for each
construction phase the window below will open, in which tabs for the construction phases are added.
In order to speed up the input of data the data can be copied from one to another construction phase.
 

SchelpFactor.htm
DragAndDrop.htm
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
For a further description see I.1.2
 
 
II.2  Horizontal soil pressure coefficients will be entered by the user directly (different for each
construction phase)
If at various setups the choice has been made to allow the soil properties to be different for each
construction phase the window below will open, in which tabs for the construction phases are added.
In order to speed up the input of data the data can be copied from one to another construction phase.
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
 
For a further description see I.2
Back to the top

 

DragAndDrop.htm
DragAndDrop.htm
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Extra vertical effective soil and/or water stresses
If at various setups the regarding option has been activated it’s possible to enter for each layer of soil
extra (vertical) effective soil and water stresses. The extra soil and water stresses have to be entered both
at the top and bottom side of the regarding soil layer; in between linear interpolation takes place by the
program. The extra water stress will be added to the normal hydrostatic stress distribution (negative values
are allowed too). The input relates to the regarding soil layer only. The extra water stress is taken into
account if the regarding soil layer is located below the actual water or surface level.
 
The window below will open when clicking on the button .
 

The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"
Back to the top

Input probabilistic of soil properties

By clicking on the button the window shown below will open, in which the
standard deviations of some soil properties can be entered.
The spring stiffness constants can not be defined as stochastic variables, because the influence of these on
the force distribution in the ultimate is rather limited.

DragAndDrop.htm
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The input data grid at this window does support  "drag and drop"

Back to the top

 

Using the buttons  an interface is available in relation to the use of spread sheets:
If the word "Excel" is used after this, then "OpenOffice Calc" may also be read, if applicable.
The same goes for LibreOffice Calc, which is compatible with OpenOffice Calc.
 
OpenOffice can be downloaded from https://www.openoffice.org/why/index.html
LibreOffice can be downloaded from https://www.libreoffice.org//
 
The advantage of this is that the various input options of Excel are also available when using
PCSheetPileWall.
Furthermore, the interface can be connected to all kinds of other programs via Excel. If a certain program
is able to transfer its input data to Excel (e.g. with a data link), this data can also be copied to
PCSheetPileWall via Excel.

Communication using the buttons   and  between PCSheetPileWall and Excel is quite
computationally intensive.

Clicking the button  opens Excel and copies the existing data, in the data grid of the relevant opened
screen in Framework, to Excel.

DragAndDrop.htm
https://www.openoffice.org/why/index.html
https://www.libreoffice.org/
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Clicking the button  pastes the data from Excel back to the data grid in PCSheetPileWall.

A faster alternative is to read data into a grid using the button  from a file according to the CSV
format. Each spreadsheet is capable of writing data in this format.
The first line should contain descriptive text and the subsequent lines the numerical data.
 

Using the button  allows all numerically entered data in the relevant data grid to be copied to the
Windows clipboard. From where it can be pasted to other programs, such as a spreadsheet.
Back to the top

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Spot and Fix Problems in Your Documentation
with HelpNDoc's Project Analyzer

Copy ALL data from phase to other phase

Copy ALL data from one construction phase to one other
construction phase
With the aid of this main menu entry a window will be shown in which ALL input data or a selection from
it can be copied from one construction phase to an other construction phase easily.

Below the regarding window is depicted:

https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kommagescheiden_bestand
https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kommagescheiden_bestand
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
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With the aid of this window all data or a selection from it can be copied from one to another construction
phase in order to speed up the input of data. Via the other input windows the specific differences between
the construction phases have to be entered only.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: What is a Help Authoring tool?

Check plots input data

Check plots input data

With the aid of this main menu entry or by clicking on the speed button   located at the toolbar  a
graphical window will open by which the correctness of the input data can be checked easily.

An example is given in the figure below.

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
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At the bottom side the meaning of the various picture elements is clarified by a legend.

With the aid of the speed button  the regarding figure will be copied tot the clipboard.
With the aid of the speed button  the regarding figure will be send to the printer; the numerical values
below the figure included.

 With the aid of the speed button    the regarding figure will be enlarged

With the aid of the speed button   the regarding figure will be reduced
 
By pushing the ctrl-key and the left mouse button together the figure can be moved around (panning).
By pushing the shift-key and the left mouse button together the figure can be zoomed into.
 
If at Various Setups the choice has been made to work according the Eurocodes and values for the
deviations have been entered (see figure below), than these deviations can be shown too.
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By clicking onto the radio button  the greenfield and (ground)water levels are
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shown with the deviations included; see further at Various Setups.

 

Next to this graphical depiction of the input data this data can also been shown in a numerical sense at
echo input data

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Keep Your PDFs Safe from Unauthorized Access with These
Security Measures

Echo input data

Echo input data
With the aid of this main menu entry a window will be shown with numerical input data, with which easily
can be checked whether or not the right data have been entered into the program.

In the figure below an example is given:

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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Next to this numerical representation of the input data the data can be shown in a graphical sense too: 
graphical check input data

 

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Productivity with HelpNDoc's Efficient User
Interface

Output calculation results

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Converting Word Docs to eBooks Made Easy with HelpNDoc

Numerical Output

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easy to use tool to create HTML Help files and Help web sites

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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Numerical

Numerical output
After the execution of a calculation next to the input data the calculation results are depicted at a
numerical way.
For each construction phase,  into the direction of the height of the sheet wall, the force
distribution in the wall and load pressures against the wall are given.
 
If at various setups the choice has been made for the calculation according to Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1) the
following will be printed sequentially:
a.       of n construction phases the various values will be printed without the use of partial factors (service

situation)
b.       all n construction phases will be calculated with partial factors according to Eurocode 7 and be

printed (limit situation)
 
If the choice has been made for classical safety coefficients the output according to a. will be performed
only.
 
Beneath a fragment of a numerical output is depicted:
 
CONSTRUCTION PHASE no: 4
 
** O U T P U T   RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS  **
 

Dist. relative to top sheet pile wall !

 

 Dist. Displ. Stress    Moment  Shearfc. EffectstL A/P WaterstL  EffectstR A/P WaterstR

  [m]  [mm]  [N/mm^2]   [kN.m]   [kN]    [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]  [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]

----------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

  0.00 -51.9   0.000    -0.00    -0.13     0.00    -     0.00     67.26    P     0.00

  0.14 -47.9   0.274    -0.71    -9.86     0.00    -     0.00     72.76    P     0.00

  0.29 -43.7   1.120    -2.91   -20.65     0.00    -     0.00     78.42    P     0.00

  0.43 -39.6   2.581    -6.71   -32.26     0.00    -     0.00     84.08    P     0.00

  0.57 -35.4   4.702   -12.23   -44.68     0.00    -     0.00     89.74    P     0.00

  0.71 -31.2   7.528   -19.57   -57.90     0.00    -     0.00     95.41    P     0.00

  0.86 -27.1  11.102   -28.87   -71.94     0.00    -     0.00    101.07    P     0.00

  1.00 -22.9  15.470   -40.22   -86.78     0.00    -     0.00    106.73    P     0.00

  1.17 -18.0  21.625   -56.22  -104.99     0.00    -     0.00    110.11    P     1.63

  1.33 -13.1  28.973   -75.33  -124.03     0.00    -     0.00    113.49    P     3.27

  1.50  -8.2  37.570   -97.68  -143.91     0.00    -     0.00    116.87    P     4.91

  1.67  -3.3  47.467  -123.41  -164.62     0.00    -     0.00    120.25    P     6.54

  1.83   1.7  58.730  -152.70  -185.12     0.00    -     0.00    110.98    -     8.18

  2.00   6.7  71.259  -185.27  -202.77     0.00    -     0.00     82.86    -     9.81

  2.17  11.8  84.778  -220.42  -215.99     0.00    -     0.00     54.52    -    11.44

  2.33  16.9  99.002  -257.40  -224.74     0.00    -     0.00     25.93    -    13.08

  2.50  22.0 113.627  -295.43  -229.95     0.00    -     0.00      8.84    A    14.71

  2.67  27.2 128.505  -334.11  -234.06     0.00    -     0.00      9.44    A    16.35

  2.83  32.6 143.659  -373.51  -238.55     0.00    -     0.00     10.04    A    17.98

  3.00  38.0 159.112  -413.69   428.58     0.00    -     0.00     10.65    A    19.62

  3.12  42.1 138.605  -360.37   424.69     0.00    -     0.00     11.10    A    20.85

  ………………….

  ………………….

  ………………….

  6.17 141.3 277.059   720.35   265.48     0.00    -     0.00     22.06    A    50.69

  6.33 145.7 293.676   763.56   253.18     0.00    -     0.00     22.66    A    52.32

  6.50 150.0 309.493   804.68   240.49     0.00    -     0.00     23.26    A    53.96

  6.67 154.1 324.485   843.66   227.44     0.00    -     0.00     23.86    A    55.59

  6.83 158.0 338.628   880.43   214.01     0.00    -     0.00     24.46    A    57.23
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  7.00 161.7 351.905   914.95   200.43     0.00    -     0.00     22.39    A    58.86

  7.17 165.2 364.308   947.20   186.72     0.00    -     0.00     22.86    A    60.50

  7.33 168.4 375.820   977.13   172.65     0.00    -     0.00     23.34    A    62.13

  7.50 171.4 386.419  1004.69   158.23     0.00    -     0.00     23.81    A    63.77

  7.67 174.2 396.082  1029.81   143.45     0.00    -     0.00     24.29    A    65.40

  7.83 176.7 404.787  1052.45   128.33     0.00    -     0.00     24.76    A    67.04

  8.00 179.0 412.511  1072.53   112.85     0.00    -     0.00     25.24    A    68.67

  8.17 181.0 419.232  1090.00    97.03     0.00    -     0.00     25.71    A    70.31

  8.33 182.8 424.927  1104.81    80.85     0.00    -     0.00     26.19    A    71.94

 

Dist.     = distance to the top side of the sheet wall

It’s printed if this distance is according to a coordinate system

directed downwards (Dist. relative to top sheet pile wall !) or

directed upwards (Dist. relative to national surveying zero level !)

Displ.        = horizontal displacements of the sheet wall

Stress    = stresses at the outmost fibre of cross-section of the

sheet wall

Moment    = operating moment into the sheet wall

Shearfc.  = operating shear force into the sheet wall

EffectstL = effective soil pressure against the sheet wall at the

LEFT side

A/P       = Aktive or Passive effective soil pressure against the

sheet wall at the left of right side respectively

WaterstL  = water pressure acting against the sheet wall at the LEFT

side

EffectstR = effective soil pressure against the sheet wall at the

RIGHT side

WaterstR  = water pressure acting against the sheet wall at the RIGHT

side

 
Stresses larger than the entered yield stress limit are depicted with a red colour.
 
For each construction phase the maximal values along the height of the sheet wall are given
further:
 
With the aid of classic safety coefficients:
Dist. relative to top sheet pile wall !

Largest positive displacement:     187.8 [mm]     at X=  9.33 [m]

Largest negative displacement:     -51.9 [mm]     at X=  0.00 [m]

Largest bending stress:          437.231 [N/mm^2] at X=  9.17 [m]

Largest bending stress is larger than the yield stress of 355 [N/mm^2]

Choose a stronger sheet pile wall section and/or steel grade with a larger yield stress!!

The minimal safety coefficient of 0.8119 is smaller than the allowed value of 1.500

Largest positive moment:         1136.80 [kN.m/m']   at X=  9.17 [m]

Largest negative moment:         -736.80 [kN.m/m']   at X= 17.53 [m]

Largest positive shear force:     428.58 [kN/m']     at X=  3.00 [m]

Largest negative shear force:    -348.19 [kN/m']     at X= 13.58 [m]

 

Anchors at the RIGHT side:

Anchor- or strutforce (INCLINED) no.  1 :   672.036 [kN/m'] at X=  3.000 [m]

The safety coefficient is: 1.786

 

 

** Specific numbers for horizontal stability of the soil (effective stresses)

**

-- LEFT:

Max. total Active force:                                  172.239 [kN/m']
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Max. total Neutral force:                                 311.398 [kN/m']

Max. total Passive force:                                2856.045 [kN/m']

Total force by water stresses:                            828.945 [kN/m']

Total mobilized horizontal soil stresses:                1691.249 [kN/m']

                                                        --------------

Total horizontal force on sheet pile (water+soil):       2520.194 [kN/m']

The passive zone is at the LEFT side mobilized for 59.22  %

The safety coefficient is: 1.689

 

-- RIGHT:

Max. total Active force:                                  742.252 [kN/m']

Max. total Neutral force:                                1396.156 [kN/m']

Max. total Passive force:                               11983.908 [kN/m']

Total force by water stresses:                           2163.105 [kN/m']

Total mobilized horizontal soil stresses:                1031.098 [kN/m']

                                                        --------------

Total horizontal force on sheet pile (water+soil):       3194.203 [kN/m']

 

**                VERTICAL  EQUILIBRIUM  SHEET PILE WALL      **

Vertical force along sheet pile wall LEFT:               -458.507 [kN/m']

Vertical force along sheet pile wall RIGHT:               187.061 [kN/m']

Vertical equilibrium is present without need for point resistance of the sheet

pile wall

 

The program can't determine the vertical forces caused by ground friction in detail, because the
necessary knowledge about the relative vertical displacements difference between the sheet pile
and the ground are not part of the calculation model used.
The program uses the safe assumption that the friction on the active side over the entire height of
the dam wall is facing downwards, and on the passive side up, see figure below:

At the above numerical output results a classic stress check has been performed (see further at:
Various setups); this means that the calculated safety coefficients has been printed.
If the calculated safety coefficient is smaller than the demanded value this is depicted with a red
colour.
 
With the aid of  Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1):
For each construction fase, with the use of Eurocode 7, a double output will take place (partial
factors excluded and included respectively):
 
-- partial factors excluded (for the service limit state)
 
CONSTRUCTION PHASE no: 4
 
** O U T P U T   RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS  **
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Service situation; partial factors excluded
 

Dist. relative to top sheet pile wall !

 

 Dist. Displ. Stress    Moment  Shearfc. EffectstL A/P WaterstL  EffectstR A/P WaterstR

  [m]  [mm]  [N/mm^2]   [kN.m]   [kN]    [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]  [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]

----------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

  0.00 -47.7   0.000    -0.00    -0.13     0.00    -     0.00     67.26    P     0.00

  0.14 -43.9   0.259    -0.71    -9.86     0.00    -     0.00     72.76    P     0.00

  0.29 -40.0   1.057    -2.91   -20.65     0.00    -     0.00     78.42    P     0.00

  0.43 -36.0   2.436    -6.71   -32.26     0.00    -     0.00     84.08    P     0.00

  ………………….

  ………………….

  ………………….

 
-- partial coefficients included (for the ultimate limit state)
 
If at  Various setups the choice has been made for stress checks according Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-
1), than the calculated u.c.- values (unity checks) will be printed..
If an u.c.- values is larger than 1 the safety level does not comply to Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1); this
is depicted with a red colour.
  
The sheet wall program does calculate the u.c.- values according to the following definition:
u.c. = S/R
with
 S = solicitation (loads)
 R = Resistance
Into the u.c.- values the relevant partial factors are incorporated.
 
Beneath an example is given where the checks are performed according to Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-
1):
 
Dist. relative to top sheet pile wall !

Largest positive displacement:     456.1 [mm]     at X= 10.83 [m]

Largest negative displacement:    -188.8 [mm]     at X=  0.00 [m]

Largest bending stress:          720.246 [N/mm^2] at X= 10.00 [m]

SHEET WALL bending and shear; u.c.-value:  2.542

Largest positive moment:         1984.28 [kN.m/m']   at X= 10.00 [m]

Largest negative moment:         -363.49 [kN.m/m']   at X=  3.00 [m]

Largest positive shear force:     569.12 [kN/m']     at X=  3.00 [m]

Largest negative shear force:    -356.77 [kN/m']     at X= 14.95 [m]

 

Anchors at the RIGHT side:

Anchor- or strutforce (INCLINED) no.  1 :   815.998 [kN/m'] at X=  3.000 [m]

Normal force ANCHOR; u.c.-value:  0.680

 

 

** Specific numbers for horizontal stability of the soil (effective stresses)

**

-- LEFT:

Max. total Active force:                                  215.969 [kN/m']

Max. total Neutral force:                                 361.141 [kN/m']

Max. total Passive force:                                2065.410 [kN/m']

Total force by water stresses:                            828.945 [kN/m']

Total mobilized horizontal soil stresses:                1855.233 [kN/m']

                                                        --------------

Total horizontal force on sheet pile (water+soil):       2684.178 [kN/m']

The passive zone is at the LEFT side mobilized for 89.82  %
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Passive soil resistance; u.c.-value:  0.898

 

-- RIGHT:

Max. total Active force:                                  943.126 [kN/m']

Max. total Neutral force:                                1606.931 [kN/m']

Max. total Passive force:                                8753.029 [kN/m']

Total force by water stresses:                           2163.105 [kN/m']

Total mobilized horizontal soil stresses:                1345.942 [kN/m']

                                                        --------------

Total horizontal force on sheet pile (water+soil):       3509.047 [kN/m']

 
With the use of Eurocode 7 for each construction phase a double output will be printed:
 
 
CONSTRUCTION PHASE no: 4
 
** O U T P U T   RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS  **
Limit situation; partial factors according EC7 for ALL phases included
Combination (A1* or A2†) "+" M2 "+" R3
 

Dist. relative to top sheet pile wall !

 

 Dist. Displ. Stress    Moment  Shearfc. EffectstL A/P WaterstL  EffectstR A/P WaterstR

  [m]  [mm]  [N/mm^2]   [kN.m]   [kN]    [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]  [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]

----------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

  0.00-188.8   0.000    -0.00    -0.10     0.00    -     0.00     51.84    P     0.00

  0.14-178.2   0.200    -0.55    -7.62     0.00    -     0.00     56.40    P     0.00

  0.29-167.3   0.818    -2.25   -16.01     0.00    -     0.00     61.10    P     0.00

  0.43-156.4   1.889    -5.20   -25.08     0.00    -     0.00     65.79    P     0.00

  ………………….

  ………………….

  ………………….

 
If at Various Setups the values for the deviations has been entered (see figure below), than this will be printed at the
numerical output as a reminder (at the limit situation only).

 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE no: 5
 
** O U T P U T   RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS  **
Limit situation; partial factors according EC7 for ALL phases included
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Greenfield level LEFT side lowered with  0.350 [m]
Groundwater level LEFT side lowered with  0.250 [m]
Groundwater level RIGHT side heightened with  0.050 [m]
Combination (A1* or A2†) "+" M2 "+" R3
 

Distance relative to top diaphragm wall!

 

'Stress' = tensile stress in reinforcement

 Dist.  Displ. Stress    Moment  Shearfc. EffectstL A/P WaterstL  EffectstR A/P WaterstR

  [m]   [mm]  [N/mm^2]   [kN.m]   [kN]    [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]  [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]

-----------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

  0.00   10.0     0.0    -0.00    -0.09     0.00    -    -0.00     45.67    -     0.00

  0.13   12.1     0.0    -0.33    -4.93     0.00    -    -0.00     34.23    -     0.00

  0.25   14.1     0.1    -1.19    -8.52     0.00    -    -0.00     23.28    -     0.00

  0.38   16.2     0.2    -2.42   -10.76     0.00    -    -0.00     12.50    -     0.00

……………………………
……………………………
 
If at Various Setups the choice has been made for design approach 3, at the limit situation, two combinations will
be printed; see example below:
 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE no: 4
 
** O U T P U T   RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS  **
Limit situation; partial factors according EC7 for ALL phases included
Greenfield level LEFT side lowered with  0.350 [m]
Groundwater level LEFT side lowered with  0.250 [m]
Groundwater level RIGHT side heightened with  0.050 [m]
Combination no. 1: A1 "+" M1 "+" R1
 

Distance relative to top diaphragm wall!

 

'Stress' = tensile stress in reinforcement

 Dist.  Displ. Stress    Moment  Shearfc. EffectstL A/P WaterstL  EffectstR A/P WaterstR

  [m]   [mm]  [N/mm^2]   [kN.m]   [kN]    [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]  [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]

-----------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

  0.00   45.2     0.0    -0.00    -0.00     0.00    -    -0.00      0.58    -     0.00

  0.13   44.7     0.0    -0.00    -0.06     0.00    -    -0.00      0.43    -     0.00

  0.25   44.1     0.0    -0.01    -0.16     0.00    -    -0.00      1.15    -     0.00

……………………………
……………………………
 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE no: 4
 
** O U T P U T   RESULTS OF THE CALCULATIONS  **
Limit situation; partial factors according EC7 for ALL phases included
Greenfield level LEFT side lowered with  0.350 [m]
Groundwater level LEFT side lowered with  0.250 [m]
Groundwater level RIGHT side heightened with  0.050 [m]
Combination no. 2: A2 "+" M2 "+" R1
 

Distance relative to top diaphragm wall!

 

'Stress' = tensile stress in reinforcement

 Dist.  Displ. Stress    Moment  Shearfc. EffectstL A/P WaterstL  EffectstR A/P WaterstR

  [m]   [mm]  [N/mm^2]   [kN.m]   [kN]    [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]  [kN/m^2]      [kN/m^2]

-----------------------------------------+-----------------------+-----------------------

  0.00   45.3     0.0     0.00    -0.00     0.00    -    -0.00      0.00    A     0.00
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  0.13   44.7     0.0    -0.00    -0.00     0.00    -    -0.00      0.00    A     0.00

  0.25   44.1     0.0    -0.00    -0.05     0.00    -    -0.00      0.86    A     0.00

……………………………
……………………………
 
Output graphical reproductions of the input data and the calculation results
in between the text
 

With the aid of the button bar  the following pictures can be placed
automatically in between the text:

 = depiction of the geometry for each construction phase

 = depiction of moments, shear forces and displacements for each construction phase
 = depiction of water- and grain pressures for each construction phase
 = depiction of ALL pictures at once

 
If  a concrete diaphragm wall has been calculated an extra button will be added:

= depiction of the stiffness distribution along the length of the concrete diaphragm wall; see also:
Numerical output diaphragm wall
 
 
For further backgrounds see:: theoretical backgrounds for the sheet pile wall program

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily convert your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc's step-by-step guide

Numerical diaphragm wall (additional)

Numerical output DIAPHRAGM wall (additional)
If a diaphragm wall has been calculated for each construction phase, as function of the place, the
following properties will be printed:
- stiffness of the diaphragm wall [kN.m] (whether or not cracked)
- the curvature present Kappa [1/mm]
- the height of the compression zone [m]; which is of importance for the water tightness among others
- place in the M-Kappa diagram for the state at which the cross-section is related to respectively:
   - cracking moment Mr
   - yield moment Me
   - crushing moment Mpl
   - ultimate moment Mu
  The regarding value of the special type of moment (see above) will be printed too.
- at the last column it’s depicted whether or not hysteresis is present (hysteresis means that the cross-
section is at an unloading branch).
 
If at various setups the choice has been made for the calculation according to Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1) the
following will be printed sequentially:
a.       of n construction phases the various values will be printed without the use of partial factors (service

situation)
b.       all n construction phases will be calculated with partial factors according to Eurocode 7 and be

printed (limit situation)
 
If the choice has been made for classical safety coefficients the output according to a. will be performed
only.

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Beneath an arbitrary example with information regarding the stiffness

behaviour:

Stiffness diaphragm wall as function of place

Place        EI        Kappa   compr.zone  Place at M-Kappa diagram            

Hysteresis

  [m]       [kN.m]     [1/mm]    [m]                                  [kN.m]

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-

  0.00      1081086   2.95E-13  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

  0.13      1081086   2.63E-10  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

  0.25      1081086   9.60E-10  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

  0.38      1081086   1.95E-09  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

  0.50      1081086   3.12E-09  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

  0.61      1081086   2.12E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  0.73      1081086   4.53E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  0.84      1081086   6.95E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  0.95      1081086   9.34E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  1.11      1081086   1.27E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  1.27      1081086   1.61E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  1.43      1081086   1.94E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  1.59      1081086   2.26E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

  1.75      1002887   2.78E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  1.91       908375   3.43E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  2.07       839088   4.10E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  2.23       786175   4.77E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  2.39       744493   5.44E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  2.55       710851   6.11E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  2.71       683163   6.75E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  2.87       660010   7.38E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.03       640390   7.99E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.19       623578   8.56E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.35       609037   9.11E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.50       597102   9.59E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.65       586541   1.00E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.80       577149   1.04E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  3.95       568758   1.08E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  4.10       561232   1.11E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  4.25       554461   1.14E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  4.41       547898   1.17E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  4.57       542010   1.19E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  4.74       536717   1.21E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  4.90       531953   1.21E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  5.06       527662   1.22E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  5.22       523798   1.22E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  5.38       520321   1.21E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  5.54       517197   1.19E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  5.71       514400   1.17E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  5.87       511903   1.14E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  6.03       509688   1.11E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  6.19       507738   1.07E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  6.35       506038   1.02E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  6.51       504577   9.68E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  6.68       503346   9.08E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  6.84       502339   8.42E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  7.00       501553   7.69E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  7.13       501093   7.08E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  7.25       500756   6.42E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  7.38       500542   5.72E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  7.50       500451   5.00E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  7.65       500415   6.70E-07  0.342    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Left  )=     Yes

  7.81       500575   8.35E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  7.96       500936   9.95E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes
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  8.12       501506   1.15E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  8.27       502294   1.30E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  8.43       503314   1.44E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  8.58       504580   1.58E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  8.73       506111   1.71E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  8.89       507929   1.83E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.04       510062   1.94E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.20       512541   2.05E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.35       515407   2.15E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.50       518605   2.24E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.65       522244   2.32E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.80       526359   2.39E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    Yes

  9.95       463845   2.81E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 10.10       460322   2.93E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 10.25       457278   3.03E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 10.40       454645   3.13E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 10.55       452369   3.22E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 10.70       450409   3.30E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 10.85       448729   3.37E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.00       447303   3.43E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.14       446169   3.49E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.28       445228   3.53E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.43       444467   3.57E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.57       443879   3.60E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.71       443458   3.62E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 11.85       443200   3.63E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.00       443099   3.64E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.15       443170   3.63E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.30       443404   3.62E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.45       443796   3.60E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.60       444344   3.57E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.75       445045   3.54E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 12.92       446034   3.49E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 13.09       447229   3.44E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 13.26       448640   3.37E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 13.44       450280   3.30E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 13.61       452165   3.22E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 13.78       454315   3.14E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 13.95       456754   3.05E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 14.12       459512   2.95E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 14.29       462624   2.85E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 14.46       466135   2.74E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 14.63       470097   2.63E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 14.81       474574   2.52E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 14.98       479645   2.40E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 15.15       485406   2.28E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 15.32       491978   2.15E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 15.49       499514   2.02E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 15.66       508207   1.90E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 15.83       518307   1.76E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 16.00       530142   1.63E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 16.18       544155   1.50E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 16.35       560946   1.37E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 16.52       581364   1.23E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 16.69       606636   1.10E-06  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 16.86       638614   9.67E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 17.03       680219   8.37E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 17.20       736345   7.08E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 17.38       815859   5.81E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 17.55       936652   4.57E-07  0.342    <= yield moment Me(Left  )=  1708.52    No

 17.72      1081086   3.54E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 17.89      1081086   3.13E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 18.06      1081086   2.74E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 18.23      1081086   2.36E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No
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 18.40      1081086   2.00E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 18.57      1081086   1.65E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 18.75      1081086   1.32E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 18.92      1081086   1.02E-07  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 19.09      1081086   7.32E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 19.26      1081086   4.69E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 19.43      1081086   2.31E-08  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 19.60      1081086   1.95E-09  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 19.77       851903   2.10E-08  0.314    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Right )=     Yes

 19.94       960127   3.62E-08  0.314    <= Mr; Cracked earlier    (Right )=     Yes

 20.12      1081086   4.47E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 20.29      1081086   5.42E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 20.46      1081086   6.03E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 20.63      1081086   6.30E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 20.80      1081086   6.21E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 20.97      1081086   5.75E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 21.14      1081086   4.90E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 21.31      1081086   3.78E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 21.49      1081086   2.55E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 21.66      1081086   1.36E-08  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 21.83      1081086   3.92E-09  0.493    <= crack moment Mr(Right )=   382.06    No

 22.00      1081086   0.00E+00  0.507    <= crack moment Mr(Left  )=   393.01    No

 

Distance relative to top diaphragm wall!

Largest positive displacement:     123.4 [mm]     at X= 11.43 [m]

Largest negative displacement:      -4.0 [mm]     at X= 22.00 [m]

Maximal stress in reinforcement: 410.055 [N/mm^2] at X= 12.00 [m]

DIAPHRAGM WALL bending; u.c.-value:  0.890

Largest positive moment:         1611.35 [kN.m/m']   at X= 12.00 [m]

Largest negative moment:          -68.10 [kN.m/m']   at X= 20.63 [m]

Largest positive shear force:     559.40 [kN/m']     at X=  7.50 [m]

Largest negative shear force:    -289.58 [kN/m']     at X= 16.35 [m]

 

Support force at spring point no.    1 :

    243.914 [kN/m'] at X=  0.500 [m]

Support force at spring point no.    2 :

    856.629 [kN/m'] at X=  7.500 [m]

 

 

** Specific numbers for horizontal stability of the soil (effective stresses)

**

-- LEFT:

Max. total Active force:                                  207.340 [kN/m']

Max. total Neutral force:                                 346.140 [kN/m']

Max. total Passive force:                                1992.675 [kN/m']

Total force by water stresses:                            419.684 [kN/m']

Total mobilized horizontal soil stresses:                1817.157 [kN/m']

                                                        --------------

Total horizontal force on wall (water+soil):             2236.841 [kN/m']

The passive zone is at the LEFT side mobilized for 91.19  %

Passive soil resistance; u.c.-value:  0.912

 

-- RIGHT:

Max. total Active force:                                  938.159 [kN/m']

Max. total Neutral force:                                1601.943 [kN/m']

Max. total Passive force:                                8751.330 [kN/m']

Total force by water stresses:                           2173.418 [kN/m']

Total mobilized horizontal soil stresses:                1166.336 [kN/m']

                                                        --------------

Total horizontal force on wall (water+soil):             3339.754 [kN/m']
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**                VERTICAL  EQUILIBRIUM  DIAPHRAGM WALL       **

Vertical force along diaphragm wall LEFT:                -601.011 [kN/m']

Vertical force along diaphragm wall RIGHT:                280.676 [kN/m']

Vertical equilibrium is present without need for point resistance of the wall

 

As shown at the example above for a diaphragm wall the maximal stress into the reinforcement is printed
too.
Further the highest value for the “unity check” (u.c.-value) will be printed; for an u.c.-values <= 1 the
diaphragm wall suffices.
 
- At the column “EI” the calculated stiffness of the cross-section is given
- At the column ” Kappa” the accompanying curvature of the cross-section is given
- At the column “compr.zone”  the height of the compression zone is given. This value can be of
importance in relation to the needed water tightness of the diaphragm wall
- At the column “Place at M-Kappa diagram”  a short  description is given regarding the state in which
the cross-section is.
- At the column “Hysteresis” it’s depicted whether or not the cross-section is at the unloading branch in
the M-K-diagram
 
Because it’s a non linear calculation it’s possible that, next to the collapse of the soil, the appearing
bending moment in the diaphragm wall can to be to large also.
 
*** WARNING  ***

Construction phase no.: 5

Acting moment at diaphragm wall is larger than ultimate moment

capacity

 
For more background information see further: Theoretical backgrounds and Plotting M-K-diagram.*

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Easily convert your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc's step-by-step guide

Graphical output

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free help authoring tool

Force distribution in sheet pile wall

Graphical output; force distribution in the sheet pile wall
With the aid  of this main meny entry or by clicking on the speed button   located at the toolbar, after
having performed a  calculation, the force distribution in the sheet pile will be shown at a graphical way.
 

 
 
For illustration purpose an example of the force distribution is given below:
 

PlotM_KappaDiagrammen.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/help-authoring-tool
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From left to right of every construction phase the distribution of the moments, the shear force distribution
and horizontal displacements are shown respectively.
Beneath the figures the minimum and maximum values are given numerically.

With the aid of the speed button  the regarding figure will be copied tot the clipboard.
With the aid of the speed button  the regarding figure will be send to the printer; the numerical values
below the figure included.

 With the aid of the speed button   the regarding figure will be enlarged

With the aid of the speed button   the regarding figure will be reduced
 
By pressing the ctrl-key and the left mouse button together the figure can be moved around (panning).
By pressing the shift-key and the left mouse button together the figure can be zoomed into.
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Elevate Your Documentation with HelpNDoc's Project Analyzer
Features

Pressure distribution against sheet pile wall

Graphical output; pressure distribution against sheet pile wall

With the aid of this main menu entry or by clicking on the speed button   located at the toolbar the
pressure distribution against the sheet pile wall can be depicted graphically after having done a calculation.

 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
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An example of the depiction of the pressure distribution against the sheet pile wall is given below.
 

With the colour blue the distribution of the water pressures against the sheet pile wall is shown.
With the colour brown the total soil pressures (water plus effective stresses).
The difference between the depicted soil pressures and the water pressures is the effective pressure.
Below the figure the maximum and minimum values are shown.

With the aid of the speed button  the regarding figure will be copied tot the clipboard.
With the aid of the speed button  the regarding figure will be send to the printer; the numerical values
below the figure included.

 With the aid of the speed button   the regarding figure will be enlarged

With the aid of the speed button   the regarding figure will be reduced
 
By pressing the ctrl-key and the left mouse button together the figure can be moved around (panning).
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By pressing the shift-key and the left mouse button together the figure can be zoomed into.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Add an Extra Layer of Security to Your PDFs with Encryption

Slide planes Culmann

Graphical depiction of pressures and sliding planes for a
bended surface level (Culmann)

With the aid of this main menu entry (accessible when chosen a calculation according Culmann only) the
calculated  pressure distributions and sliding planes can be shown graphically (bended surface levels)
For non horizontal bended surface levels the values for the active and passive soil pressure coefficients
(la and lp) are calculated according the Culmann method.

The Culmann method is based on the equilibrium of surcharge B, the soil weight W, the total force exerted
by sheet pile wall Q, the normal force N and the shear force T action along the sliding plane (see figure
above).
The program will take the stratification of the ground along the sliding planes into account. The program
will determine on a iterative manner for n sliding planes that sliding plane (the most critical angle) which
exerts the largest active effective pressures or the smallest passive effective pressures against the sheet
pile wall. This way the influence of a surface level surcharge and the bended shape of the surface level
will be incorporated into the calculated soil pressure coefficients la, ln and lp, by which the calculation
will be performed further with a horizontal surface level and no surcharges at the surface level (all
incorporated into the calculated soil pressure coefficients).
For illustration purposes some examples will be given below:

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
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Active  effective pressure distribution and sliding planes at the RIGHT side for construction phase 2
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Passive effective pressure distribution and sliding planes at the RIGHT side for construction phase 2
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Active  effective pressure distribution and sliding planes at the LEFT side for construction phase 2
(at the place of the sloped berm no effective pressures are present because of the cohesion constant in the
regarding layer of soil)
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Passive effective pressure distribution and sliding planes at the LEFT side for construction phase 2
 
 
See further also input surface levels and theoretical backgrounds

Back to the top

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Stiffness EI diaphragm wall

Plot EI- values and reinforcement stresses for DIAPHRAGM
wall

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Wit the aid of this window the calculated stiffness distribution EI and the reinforcement stresses of a
DIAPHRAGM wall can be shown for each construction phase.
The window can be opened after the calculation as follows:
 
- Via the main menu:

- Via a speed button at the top side of the screen 
 
Het onderstaande scherm wordt geopend:

Stiffness distribution EI WITHOUT  Eurocode factors  (service state)
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Because in a diaphragm wall the sign of the apparent moment in height direction can be different at one
place the M-K-diagram for the reinforcement at the left side will be applied and at an other place the M-
K-diagram for the reinforcement at the right side.
If at one side a certain cross-section, which was cracked at an earlier construction phase on tension,
caused by a sign change of the moment the crack will be pushed to a close, than this have no influence on
the shape of the M-K-diagram at the other side. The two M-K-diagrams (at the LEFT and RIGHT side)
do not influence each other in the program therefore.
This means that in the cracked situation the stiffness of the diaphragm wall, at a certain cross-section, can
be determined by the M-K-diagram at the LEFT or at the RIGHT side.
See the example below; at which the red line is coming from the M-K-diagram at the LEFT side (positive
moment) and the blue line is coming from the M-K-diagram at the RIGHT side (negative moment).
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Stiffness distribution in the height direction of the diaphragm wall                                                   Moment
distribution in the height direction
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Reinforcement stresses distribution EI WITHOUT  Eurocode factors  (service state)
 
If at various setups the choice has been made for the calculation according to Eurocode 7 (EN 1997-1) the
following will be printed sequentially:
a.       of n construction phases the various values will be printed without the use of partial factors (service

situation)
b.       all n construction phases will be calculated with partial factors according to Eurocode 7 and be

printed (limit situation)
 
If the choice has been made for classical safety coefficients the output according to a. will be performed
only.
 
See further also Theoretical backgrounds

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Revolutionize Your Documentation Output with a Help
Authoring Tool

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com
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Initialization

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Import and export Markdown documents

New job

New job

With the aid of this main menu entry or by clicking on the speed button  at the toolbar all input data
present can be deleted; furthermore the basic setups are recovered.
 

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience the power of a responsive website for your
documentation

Initialization Example

Initialization example

With the aid of this main menu entry or by clicking on the speed button  at the toolbar the starting user
of the program can get an introduction to the workings and capabilities of the sheet pile wall at an easy
way.
 

 
It concerns 5 different calculation examples.
(where the hand cursor appears it’s possible to click with the mouse at the window below ):

 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/markdown-import-export-using-helpndoc-help-authoring-tool/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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Simple calculation example; base options only
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Constant value for the spring stiffness of the soil; seer further also soil properties
 
 
Equal to example above, with tri-linear spring behaviour soil
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Tri-linear behaviour of the spring stiffness of the soil; see further at soil properties
 
Calculation example with under water concrete
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Example with arbitrary shaped surface level (Culmann)
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Example with a reinforced concrete diaphragm wall
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Moment-curvature diaphragm wall
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Calculated stiffness of the diaphragm wall into the direction of the height
 
Example of a probabilistic calculation
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Fragment of the numerical output of a probabilistic calculation

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Options

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured Kindle eBooks generator

Choice of language

Language  DUTCH or ENGLISH
                                                                                                                                
With the aid of this main menu entry it can be setup in which language the program works (Dutch or
English).
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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The choice of language will be remembered, by this way the program will start up with the language as
selected the last time.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Generate Kindle eBooks with ease

Background of workspace

Backgrounds of workspace
 
With the aid of this main menu entry a graphical picture in bitmap format can be setup as wall paper for
the workspace.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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Standard a painting from the famous Dutch painter Paulus Potter will be shown.
If at the window of choice the radio button with the text “SHEET PILE WALL” has been clicked a sheet
pile wall structure will be shown.
Bij het aanklikken van ‘Gelijk aan Windows achtergrond’ wordt de momentane Windows achtergrond
ook als achtergrond voor het programma toegepast.
When clicking on ‘Equal to Windows wallpaper’ the current Windows background is also used as the
background for the program.
 
When the picture for the workspace has been setup once this setup will be saved; when the program
restarts the picture on the workspace is the same as was setup the last time.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create iPhone web-based documentation

Adjusting appearance

Other appearance (skins)
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/iphone-website-generation
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With the aid of this menu entry an other appearance for the various screen elements of the program can
be chosen for. The user can give the program an other appearance than the standard Windows one this
way.

With the aid of the listbox  the choice can be made from 10 build in skins.

With the aid of the button  extra skins can be loaded from the Internet; a
choice from the saved extra skins can be made with the aid of the button .
Skinning can be switched off with the aid of the checkbox 
 
The setup will be saved, this way the changed appearance of the program have to be setup only once.
 

Example of a skin                                 Without skin

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline Your CHM Help File Creation with HelpNDoc

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
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Adjust format windows

Adjusting format of the windows in relation to the design values
 
With the aid of this option ‘Adjusting window formats’ the dimensions of the various windows can be
changed in relation to the design values; see figure below:

 
Depending on the version of Windows, the program supports one of the following 2 options:
 
1. Adjustment of dimensions using the Windows 10 window "Settings / Display /
Scale and Layout"
This option is available if a version of Windows after the Windows "Anniversary Update" edition (number
1607, 2016-08-02) is used.
The program is designed with a screen resolution of 1920 x 1080 dots in mind.
For screens with a much higher resolution screens (such as tablets or 4K monitors) a larger window,
compared to the design values, may be desirable for readability.
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This window can also be opened from the program by clicking the button  (lower
right corner of the main window).
 By increasing the "Scale and Layout", readability can be improved on high-resolution displays this way.
 
2. Built in adjustment of the dimensions of the various windows
This option is only available if a version of Windows before the Windows "Anniversary Update" edition
(number 1607, 2016-08-02) is being used.
This is because a better scaling to higher screen resolutions is present in Windows after that date (e.g. 4K)
 
This option only works for those windows which have a fixed format.
The option does not apply to windows where the dimensions can be changed by the user of the program
(like windows serving graphics).
The program is designed with a screen resolution of 1920 x 1080 dots.
For screens with a much higher resolution and/or on smaller screens (such as tablets) a larger window,
compared to the design values, may be desirable for readability.
For screens with a lower screen resolution it can be desirable to reduce the size of the windows
somewhat, because they otherwise will poorly fit on the screen.
However, this decrease is soon faced with limitations, because there should be enough space to provide a
place for the various visual elements onto the windows.
 
If the checkbox is checked all the windows will scale in relation to the available
number of dots into the vertical direction of the screen.
As a reference a value of 1080 is used.
With a present vertical screen resolution of < 1080 windows are decreased proportionally, with a present
screen resolution of > 1080 windows are increased proportionally.
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If the checkbox  is checked all the dimensions of the windows will not change in relation
to the design values (this is the default setup).

 
 
At the box  the percentage in relation to the design dimensions can be entered
The size of this percentage has to be >= 80 en <= 150.

If the window above is opened again the same window appears at a somewhat larger format:
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The sizes of the fonts are scaled along as well as possible
 
 

If the window above is opened again the same window appears at a somewhat smaller format:

The sizes of the fonts are scaled along as well as possible
 
Be aware of the fact that certain controls are not resizable, nor are they resolution independent.  Instead
they are controlled directly by windows.  These controls are: The form's title bar, the font of menus, the
small dimension of the scrollbar, the square shape of the checkbox, the circular shape of the radio button,
the image of the bitbutton and the image of the speedbutton. 

The settings are saved, so that the previously selected settings are used automatically when you restart the
program.
 

This option can also be opened from the program by clicking the button   (lower
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right corner of the main window).

With the aid of the button  (see at the status bar at the bottom of the screen) a keyboard shown
onto the screen can be opened. This keyboard can be used to enter data on a computer with a touch
screen.
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience a User-Friendly Interface with HelpNDoc's
Documentation Tool

Calculator

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Write eBooks for the Kindle

Windows calculator

Calculator
With the aid of this main menu entry the as part of Windows available calculator will be shown.
This calculator has his own help pages.
 

 
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-ebooks-for-amazon-kindle
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This will be shown in the local language
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Benefits of a Help Authoring Tool

Probability calculator

Probability calculator
 
With the aid of this menu entry the probability of failure as function of the reliability index can be
calculated for a standard normal probability distribution; the reverse is supported too.
 

 

https://www.helpauthoringsoftware.com/articles/what-is-a-help-authoring-tool/
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At the left side at the window above the “Reliability index” has to be entered; by clicking on the button
“Calculate” the “Probability of failure”  will be calculated.
At the right side at the window above the “Probability of failure”  has to be entered; by clicking on the
button “Calculate” the “Reliability index” will be calculated.
 
Standard normal probability distributions
 
Probability density funtion:

in which
m = expectation value (mean)
s = standard deviation
 
Cumulative probability function:

 
Probability of failure and reliability index b
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your Documentation Output with HelpNDoc's
Advanced Project Analyzer

Open Numerical plus Graphical window

Open Numerical plus Graphical window
With the aid of this main menu entry the choice can be made, when a numerical input window has been
opened, whether or not the graphical window check plots input data should be opened together with the
numerical window  automatically.
In general when changing the values for the input data at a numerical window this will be reflected at the
window check plots input data directly. The applied numerical changes can be checked for correctness
this way very easily.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/advanced-project-analyzer/
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Beneath an example is given for an open numerical input window (Surface field/groundwater levels)  and
the graphical window check plots input data
 

 
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Experience a User-Friendly Interface with HelpNDoc's
Documentation Tool

Printer adjustments

Printer adjustments
With the aid of this main menu entry specific things can be setup for the output on paper: portrait or

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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landscape , header, bitmap logo above the output and paper margins.

 

 
 

Header output

AantalBouwfasen
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The entered text will be printed above the output on paper.
 
Read BITMAP logo

The entered bitmap figure will be printed above all output on paper;  this b the firm logo for instance.
 
 
Text borders
When the data will be printed onto paper here can be setup whether or not this should be printed inside a
line frame.
If the button has the next appearance a line frame will be applied: 
If the button has the next appearance a line frame will NOT be applied: 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly optimize your documentation website for search
engines

Metafile format copying Clipboard

Vector format copying to Clipboard
With the aid of main menu entry it can be setup in which format graphical figures will be copied to the Windows
clipboard.

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/produce-html-websites/
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The figures at the various graphical windows can be copied in two different formats to the clipboard:
a. BITMAP format
b. VECTOR file format
 
ad. a.: With the BITMAP format a lattice of pixels will be transferred to the Windows clipboard. A
disadvantage of this format is the large needed space for it. When enlarging a figure in BITMAP format
the figure will become coarse grained, because an interpolation in between the original pixels takes place. 
ad. b.: With the VECTOR file format  vector information will be transferred to the Windows clipboard.
The figure consists for this format out of various entities (as known by Windows) which, because these
are vectors, can be scaled and moved separate. For the VECTOR file format the resolution gets
conserved when the figure is enlarged; therefore not the coarse look of a BITMAP figure.

Copying to the clipboard happens with the button  at the various graphical windows.
From the clipboard the figure can be copied to an other running program under the Windows operating
system (the text editor WORD for instance) .

With the aid of the button  at the build in text editor window an into the clipboard saved text or picture
can be pasted into the regarding text document (at the place of the cursor).

If this main menu entry has been checked than the VECTOR file format will be copied;
otherwise into the BITMAP format.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Full-featured EBook editor

Firm logo

Firm logo
 
With the aid of this main menu entry a logo of the firm of the user of the program can be setup.
This bitmap logo will be depicted at the top side of each page printed on paper.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/create-epub-ebooks
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The window below will be shown when clicking on this menu entry
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Bring your WinHelp HLP help files into the present with
HelpNDoc's easy CHM conversion

RTF format numerical output data

RTF format numerical output data
 
With the aid of this main menu entry the choice can be made in which format textual output will take place
at the build in text editor.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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Reproduction in RTF format              Reproduction in ASCII format
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Reproduction in RTF (Rich Text Format)
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Reproduction in ASCII format
 
 
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Qt Help documentation generator

Setup external programs as interface

Microsoft Word or Open Office Writer for standard textual output
As alternative you can setup the program at such away that the numerical output will be directed to
Microsoft Word or Open Office Writer.
To make this possible you have to own Word or Writer of course.
 
If you choose for Word or Writer, contrary to the build in editor, no page numbers, header text, logos etc.
will be added however. The bare RTF files will be read into Word or Writer only (text only; no figures).

https://www.helpndoc.com
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All setups will be saved; that way when starting the program the next time this will happen in accordance
with the saved setups.

The program has an interface with the spreadsheet programs Microsoft Excel or Open Office Calc; for
more detailed information about this see further: Interface spreadsheet
 
Pay attention!!
With the built-in editor pictures can be placed in between the text automatically by the program; with
Microsoft Word and Open Office Writer as standard output method this capability is not present (can be
done manually with the aid of copy-paste however).
However, if the "Built-in editor' is selected from this editor the contents (with figures) in Microsoft Word
or OpenOffice Writer, respectively, can be shown from this Built-in editor too.
It may thus be recommended for the 'Built-in editor’ to choose, because it covers the capability to show
figures between the text in both Microsoft Word and OpenOffice Writer; see also Built-in editor
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly upgrade your WinHelp HLP help files to CHM with
HelpNDoc

Setup format numerical real numbers

Setup format numerical real numbers
With the aid of this main menu option  the numerical output
format of real numbers can be set-up for the ‘Numerical OUTPUT format’ and ‘Graphical OUTPUT
format’ respectively.

ExcelOpenOfficeInterface.htm
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-hlp-winhelp-help-file-to-a-chm-html-help-help-file/
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The character to be used as decimal separator for real numbers can be chosen; i.e. the '.' or the ','
By default, the decimal separator is used associated with the local Windows Setup. However, this can be
changed (the settings are saved).
For the output of data a choice can be made between the “Scientific format”, “Fixed decimal format” and
“Automatic formatting”.
 
 “Fixed decimal format”         “Scientific format”       “Automatic formatting”
123.122333            -1.2312E+02          3.14E003

0.00000037             3.7000E-07          3.14

 
The advantage of the “scientific format” is that both very large numbers and very small numbers do
always fit in the reserved space; hence this “scientific format” for the viewing of data is the preferred
format.
When using the "Fixed decimal format" too small numbers are cut off, which can cause precision to be
lost. If this is the case then apply one of the 2 other formats.
 
For the “Automatic formatting” the following rules do apply:
The value is converted to the shortest possible decimal string using fixed or scientific format. The number
of significant digits in the resulting string is given by the precision specifier in the format string. Trailing
zeros are removed from the resulting string, and a decimal sign appears only if necessary. The resulting
string uses the fixed-point format if the number of digits to the left of the decimal sign in the value is less
than or equal to the specified precision, and if the value is greater than or equal to 0.00001. Otherwise the
resulting string uses scientific format.
 
For the choice for “Fixed decimal format” or “Automatic formatting” the depiction of a number can be left
or right aligned; see examples shown below:
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Output in automatic formatting, left aligned
 

Output in automatic formatting, right aligned
 

 

Output with fixed decimal character, left aligned
 

Output with fixed decimal character, right aligned
 
Input of numerical data
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When entering data, however, at the opening of each window, the numerical data is displayed with the
chosen format (“Scientific format”, “Fixed decimal format” or “Automatic formatting”).
For the input of the data in such an entry window every format is allowed however; see the example
below:

 
The choice been made will be saved, so that at a new start of the program the setup will be maintained.
 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Maximize Your CHM Help File Capabilities with HelpNDoc

Automatic version check

Automatic version check
 
With the aid of this main menu entry the option of automatic version check can be switched on or off.
 

     
Not checked                                                                Checked
 
When this menu entry is checked a check will be made by the program when starting whether or not a
newer version of the sheet pile wall is available.
This will function when the computer is connected to the Internet only of course.
On some computer systems this can delay the starting process rather much, therefore this option can be
switched on or off.
 
At Help/Check newer version a manual version check is possible too (this is even possible when this
option of  “automatic version check” is switched off).
 
When no newer version of the program has been detected no message will be shown.
When a newer version has been detected the following message window be shown:
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Make Your PDFs More Secure with Encryption and Password
Protection

Help

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Elevate Your Documentation Process with HelpNDoc's
Advanced Features

Hulp Index

Hulp index
 
With the aid of this main menu entry the help pages will be opened at the place “Summary of the
capabilities”
    

 

By clicking on the button  at the toolbar or by pressing the function key F1 at the work sheet the
same is achieved.
By pressing the function key F1 the regarding help page will be opened when this happens with an active
open window (context sensitive help).

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-generate-an-encrypted-password-protected-pdf-document/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free Web Help generator

About

About
 
With the aid of this main menu entry the little about window, which is visible at the start up of the program,
will be opened again.

 

 

By clicking on the button   a window with build in calculation examples will be opened;
see further  calculation examples..

By clicking on the button  a window will be shown in where the capabilities and
limitations are given.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: From Word to ePub or Kindle eBook: A Comprehensive Guide

System Info

System info
 
With the aid of this main menu entry a window will open with a lot of information about the computer
system on which this sheet pile wall program is running.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Create Professional CHM Help Files with HelpNDoc's Easy-to-
Use Tool

Changes to the program

Changes to the program
 
With the aid of this main menu entry a window will be opened in which the changes and additions to the
sheet pile wall program in the course of time are reproduced.
 

 

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Free EPub and documentation generator

E-mail

E-mail
 
With the aid of this main menu entry a standard E-mail window will open. This way contact can be sought
with the writer of this program very easily; in order to share experiences about the use of the program are
ask questions about the program.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/create-chm-help-files/
https://www.helpndoc.com
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Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Streamline Your Documentation Process with HelpNDoc's
Intuitive Interface

Homepage

Homepage
 
With the aid of this main menu entry the homepage of this program will open, in which information is given
about the sheet pile wall program and also the latest version of the program can be download.
 

 
When clicking on this menu entry the default Internet browser will be started and contact with the
homepage of the author  (http://home.wanadoo.nl/wolsink) of this sheet pile wall program will be made.
It’s recommended to check periodical whether or not a new version of the program is available; when so
the new version can be download.
The user can made use of  check newer version also.

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Effortlessly Publish Your Word Document as an eBook

Manual check for newer version

Check for newer version
 
With the aid of this main menu entry it can be checked manually whether or not a newer version of the
program is available.
This option does work when the computer of the user is connected to the Internet only of course.
 

https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
https://www.helpndoc.com/feature-tour/stunning-user-interface/
http://home.wanadoo.nl/wolsink
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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When no newer version is available this will be mentioned by the program.
When a newer version is available this will be reported as follows:
 

 
This version check can be done automatically at the moment the program starts; see further Automatic
version check

Created with the Personal Edition of HelpNDoc: Quickly and Easily Convert Your Word Document to an ePub
or Kindle eBook

https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
https://www.helpndoc.com/step-by-step-guides/how-to-convert-a-word-docx-file-to-an-epub-or-kindle-ebook/
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